1 XIA Architecture Overview

The goal of the XIA project is to radically improve both the evolvability and trustworthiness of the Internet. To meet this goal, the eXpressive Internet Architecture defines a single network that offers inherent support for communication between multiple communicating principals—including hosts, content, and services—while accommodating unknown future entities. Our design of XIA is based on a narrow waist, like today’s Internet, but this narrow waist can evolve to accommodate new application usage models and to incorporate improved link, storage, and computing technologies as they emerge. XIA is further designed around the core guiding principle of intrinsic security, in which the integrity and authenticity of communication is guaranteed. We have also defined an initial inter-domain control plane architecture that supports routing protocols for several principal types. Finally, the XIA core architecture includes the design of Scion, a path selection protocol that supports significant security benefits over traditional destination forwarding approaches.

1.1 Vision

The vision we outlined for the future Internet in the proposal is that of a single internetwork that, in contrast to today’s Internet, will:

**Be trustworthy:** Security, broadly defined, is the most significant challenge facing the Internet today.

**Support long-term evolution of usage models:** The primary use of the original Internet was host-based communication. With the introduction of the Web, over the last nearly two decades, the communication has shifted to be dominated today by content retrieval. Future shifts in use may cause an entirely new dominant mode to emerge. The future Internet should not only support communication between today’s popular entities (hosts and content), but it must be flexible, so it can be extended to support new entities as use of the Internet evolves.

**Support long-term technology evolution:** Advances in link technologies as well as storage and compute capabilities at both end-points and network devices have been dramatic. The network architecture must continue to allow easy and efficient integration of new link technologies and evolution in functionality on all end-point and network devices in response to technology improvements and economic realities.

**Support explicit interfaces between network actors:** The Internet encompasses a diverse set of actors playing different roles and also serving as stakeholders with different goals and incentives. The architecture must support well-defined interfaces that allow these actors to function effectively. This is true both for the interface between users (applications) and the network, and between the providers that will offer services via the future Internet.
This vision was the driver for both the original and the current XIA project.

### 1.2 Key Principles driving XIA

In order to realize the above vision, the XIA architecture follows three driving principles:

1. **The architecture must support an evolvable set of first-order principals for communication, exposing the respective network elements that are intended to be bridged by the communication, be they hosts, services, content, users, or something as-yet unexpected.**

   Performing operations between the appropriate principal types creates opportunities to use communication techniques that are most appropriate, given the available technology, network scale, destination popularity, etc. Such “late binding” exposes intent and can dramatically reduce overhead and complexity compared with requiring all communication to operate at a lower level (e.g., projecting all desired communications onto host-to-host communications, as in today’s Internet), or trying to “shoe-horn” all communication into a higher level (e.g., using HTTP as the new narrow waist of the Internet [96]).

   A set of evolvable principal types is however not sufficient to support evolution of the network architecture. Experience so far shows that the concept of *fallbacks* is equally important. Allowing addresses to contain multiple identifiers supports only incremental deployment of principal types, but selective deployment by providers and network customization.

2. **The security of “the network”, broadly defined, should be as intrinsic as possible—that is, not dependent upon the correctness of external configurations, actions, or databases.**

   To realize this principle, we propose to extend the system of self-certification proposed in the Accountable Internet Protocol (AIP) [11]. In AIP, hosts are “named” by their public key. As a result, once a correspondent knows the name of the host they wish to contact, all further cryptographic security can be handled automatically, without external support.

   We call the generalization of this concept “intrinsic security”. Intuitively, this refers to a key integrity property that is built in to protocol interfaces: any malicious perturbation of an intrinsically secure protocol must yield a result that is clearly identifiable as ill-formed or incorrect, under standard cryptographic assumptions. We extend the application and management of self-certifying identifiers into a global framework for integrity such that both control plane messages and content on the data plane of the network can be efficiently and certifiably bound to a well-defined originating principal. Intrinsic security properties can also be used to bootstrap systematic mechanisms for trust management, leading to a more secure Internet in which trust relationships are exposed to users.

3. **A pervasive narrow waist for all key functions, including access to principals (e.g., service, hosts, content), interaction among stakeholders (e.g., users, ISPs, content providers), and trust management.**

   The current Internet has benefited significantly from having a “narrow waist” that identifies the minimal functionality a device needs to be Internet-capable. It is limited to host-based communication, and we propose to widen its scope while retaining the elegance of “narrowness”. The narrow waist effectively is an interface that governs the interactions between the stakeholders, so it defines what operations are supported, what controls are available, and what information can be accessed. It plays in key role in the tussle [27] of control between actors by creating explicit control points for negotiation. The architecture must incorporate a narrow waist for each principal type it supports. The narrow waist identifies the API for communication between the principal types, and for the control protocols that support the communication. The architecture must also define a narrow waist that enables a flexible set of mechanisms for trust management, allowing applications and protocols to bridge from a human-readable description to a machine-readable, intrinsically secure, identifier.

   Our experience so far shows that precise, minimal interfaces are not only important as control points
between actors, but also because they also play a key role in the evolvability of the network at large. The same was that a hard to evolve data plane (format and semantics of network header) can stifle innovation, so can interfaces in the control plane (e.g., BGP for routing) or for resource management (e.g., AIMD based congestion control). Well-defined interfaces are critical to evolvability at all levels in the network.

1.3 XIA Data Plane Architecture

Building on the above principles, we introduce the “eXpressive Internet Architecture” (or XIA). The core of XIA is the eXpressive Internet Protocol (XIP), which supports communication between various types of principals. It is shown in red in the bottom center of Figure 1. XIP supports various communication and network services (including transport protocols, mobility services, etc.) which in turn support applications on end-hosts. These components are shown in blue in the center of the figure. This protocol stack forms a “bare-bones” network. Additional elements are needed to make the network secure, usable, and economically viable.

First, we need trustworthy network operations (shown on the right in green), i.e., a set of control and management protocols that deliver trustworthy network service to users. We will describe SCION, a path selection protocol developed as part of XIA, as an example later in this section. Other examples include trust management, protocols for billing, monitoring, and diagnostics. Second, we need interfaces so various actors can productively participate in the Internet. For example, users need visibility into (and some level of control over) the operation of the network. We also need interfaces between network providers. The design of these network-network interfaces must consider both technical requirements, economic incentives, and the definition of policies that reward efficient and effective operation.

XIP was defined in the FIA-funded XIA project. We include an overview of its design in this section because it is the core of the architecture and forms the basis for the the research activities reported on this report. We also give an overview of SCION, a control protocol for path selection, in the next section for the same reason.

1.3.1 Principals and Intrinsic Security

The idea is that XIA supports communication between entities of different types, allowing communicating parties to express the intent of their communication operation. In order to support evolution in the network, e.g. to adapt to changing usage models, the set of principal types can evolve over time. At any given
point in time, support for certain principal types, e.g. autonomous domains, will be mandatory to ensure interoperability, while support for other principal types will be optional. Support for an optional principal type in a specific network will depend on business and other considerations.

IP is notoriously hard to secure, as network security was not a first-order consideration in its design. XIA aims to build security into the core architecture as much as possible, without impairing expressiveness. In particular, principals used in XIA source and destination addresses must be intrinsically secure. We define intrinsic security as the capability to verify type-specific security properties without relying on external information. XIDs are therefore typically cryptographically derived from the associated communicating entities in a principal type-specific fashion, allowing communicating entities to ascertain certain security and integrity properties of their communication operations [9].

The specification of a principal type must define:

1. The semantics of communicating with a principal of that type.

2. A unique XID type, a method for allocating XIDs and a definition of the intrinsic security properties of any communication involving the type. These intrinsically secure XIDs should be globally unique, even if, for scalability, they are reached using hierarchical means, and they should be generated in a distributed and collision-resistant way.

3. Any principal-specific per-hop processing and routing of packets that must either be coordinated or kept consistent in a distributed fashion.

These three features together define the principal-specific support for a new principal type. The following paragraphs describe the administrative domain, host, service, and content principals in terms of these features.

Network and host principals (NIDs and HIDs) represent autonomous routing domains and hosts that attach to the network. NIDs provide hierarchy or scoping for other principals, that is, they primarily provide control over routing. Hosts have a single identifier that is constant regardless of the interface used or network that a host is attached to. NIDs and HIDs are self-certifying: they are generated by hashing the public key of an autonomous domain or a host, unforgeably binding the key to the address. The format of NIDs and HIDs and their intrinsic security properties are similar to those of the network and host identifiers used in AIP [11].

Services represent an application service running on one or more hosts within the network. Examples range from an SSH daemon running on a host, to a Web server, to Akamai’s global content distribution service, to Google’s search service. Each service will use its own application protocol, such as HTTP, for its interactions. An SID is the hash of the public key of a service. To interact with a service, an application transmits packets with the SID of the service as the destination address. Any entity communicating with an SID can verify that the service has the private key associated with the SID. This allows the communicating entity to verify the destination and bootstrap further encryption or authentication.

In today’s Internet, the true endpoints of communication are typically application processes—other than, e.g., ICMP messages, very few packets are sent to an IP destination without specifying application port numbers at a higher layer. In XIA, this notion of processes as the true destination can be made explicit by specifying an SID associated with the application process (e.g., a socket) as the intent. An NID-HID pair can be used as the “legacy path” to ensure global reachability, in which case the NID forwards the packet to the host, and the host “forwards” it to the appropriate process (SID). In [51], we show example of how making the true process-level destination explicit facilitates transparent process migration, which is difficult in today’s IP networks because the true destination is hidden as state in the receiving end-host.

Lastly, the content principal allows applications to express their intent to retrieve content without regard to its location. Sending a request packet to a CID initiates retrieval of the content from either a host, an
in-network content cache, or other future source. CIDs are the cryptographic hash (e.g., SHA-1, RIPEMD-160) of the associated content. The self-certifying nature of this identifier allows any network element to verify that the content retrieved matches its content identifier.

1.3.2 Addressing Requirements

Three key innovative features of the XIA architecture are support for multiple principal types that allow users to express their intent, support for evolution, and the use of intrinsically secure identifiers. These features all depend heavily on the format of addresses that are present in XIA packets, making the XIA addressing format one of the key architectural decisions we have to make. While this may seem like a narrow decision, the choice of packet addressing and the associated packet forwarding mechanisms have significant implications on how the network can evolve, the flexibility given to end hosts, the control mechanisms provided to infrastructure providers, and the scalability of routing/forwarding. We elaborate on the implications of each of these requirements before presenting our design.

The scalability requirements for XIA are daunting. The number of possible end-points in a network may be enormous - the network contains millions of end-hosts and services, and billions of content chunks. Since XIA end-points are specified using flat identifiers, this raises the issue of forwarding table size that routers must maintain. To make forwarding table size more scalable, we want to provide support for scoping by allowing packets to contain a destination network identifier, in addition to the actual destination identifier.

Evolution of the network requires support for incremental deployment, i.e. a particular principal type and its associated destination identifiers may only be recognized by some parts of the network. Packets that use such a partially supported principal type may encounter a router that lacks support for such identifiers. Simply dropping the packet will hurt application performance (e.g. timeouts) or break connectivity, which means that applications will not use principal types that are not widely supported. This, in turn, makes it hard to justify adding support in routers for unpopular types. To break out of this cycle, the architecture must provide some way to handle these packets correctly and reasonably efficiently, even when a router does not support the destination type. XIA allows packets to carry a fallback destination, i.e. an alternative address, a set of addresses or a path, that routers can use when the intended destination type is not supported.

In the Internet architecture, packets are normally processed independently by each router based solely on the destination address. “Upstream” routers and the source have little control over the path or processing that is done as the packet traverses the network. However, various past architectures have given additional control to these nodes, changing the balance between the control by the end-point and control by the infrastructure. For example, IP includes support for source routing and other systems have proposed techniques such as delegation. The flexibility provided by these mechanisms can be beneficial in some context, but they raise the challenge of how to ensure that upstream nodes do not abuse these controls to force downstream nodes to consume resources or violate their normal policies. In XIA, we allow packets to carry more explicit path information than just a destination; thus, giving the source and upstream routers the control needed to achieve the above tasks.

The above lays out the requirements for addressing in packets, and indirectly specifies requirements for the forwarding semantics. We now present our design of an effective and compact addressing format that addresses the evolution and control requirements. Next, we discuss the forwarding semantics and router processing steps for XIA packets.

1.3.3 XIA Addressing

XIA’s addressing scheme is a direct realization of the above requirements. To implement fallback and scoping, XIA uses a restricted directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of XIDs to specify XIP addresses [51]. A packet contains both the destination DAG and the source DAG to which a reply can be sent.
Because of symmetry, we describe only the destination address. Three basic building blocks are: intent, fallback, and scoping. XIP addresses must have a single intent, which can be of any XID type. The simplest XIP address has only a “dummy” source and the intent (I) as a sink:

The dummy source (●) appears in all visualizations of XIP addresses to represent the conceptual source of the packet.

A fallback is represented using an additional XID (F) and a “fallback” edge (dotted line):

The fallback edge can be taken if a direct route to the intent is unavailable. While each node can have multiple outgoing fallback edges, we allow up to four fallbacks to balance between flexibility and efficiency.

Scoping of intent is represented as:

This structure means that the packet must be first routed to a scoping XID S, even if the intent is directly routable.

These building blocks are combined to form more generic DAG addresses that deliver rich semantics, implementing the high-level requirements in Section 1.3.2. To forward a packet, routers traverse edges in the address in order and forward using the next routable XID. Detailed behavior of packet processing is specified in Section 1.3.4.

To illustrate how DAGs provide flexibility, we present three (non-exhaustive) “styles” of how it might be used to achieve important architectural goals.

Supporting evolution: The destination address encodes a service XID as the intent, and an autonomous domain and a host are provided as a fallback path, in case routers do not understand the new principal type.

Iterative refinement: In this example, every node includes a direct edge to the intent, with fallback to domain and host-based routing. This allows iterative incremental refinement of the intent. If the CID is unknown, the packet is then forwarded to NID. If NID cannot route to the CID, it forwards the packet to HID.

An example of the flexibility afforded by this addressing is that an on-path content-caching router could directly reply to a CID query without forwarding the query to the content source. We term this on-path interception. Moreover, if technology advances to the point that content IDs became globally routable, the network and applications could benefit directly, without changes to applications.

Service binding and more: DAGs also enable application control in various contexts. In the case of legacy HTTP, while the initial packet may go to any host handling the web service, subsequent packets of the same “session” (e.g., HTTP keep-alive) must go to the same host. In XIA, we do so by having the initial
packet destined for: \( NID_1 \rightarrow SID_1 \). A router inside \( NID_1 \) routes the request to a host that provides \( SID_1 \). The service replies with a source address bound to the host, \( NID_1 \rightarrow HID_1 \rightarrow SID_1 \), to which subsequent packets can be sent.

More usage models for DAGs are presented in [10]. It is important to view DAGs, and not individual XIDs, as addresses that are used to reach a destination. As such, DAGs are logically equivalent to IP addresses in today’s Internet. This means that the responsibility for creating and advertising the address DAG for a particular destination, e.g., a service or content provider, is the responsibility of that destination. This is important because the destination has a strong incentive to create a DAG that will make it accessible in a robust and efficient way. Address look up can use DNS or other means.

The implications of using a flexible address format based on DAGs are far-reaching and evaluating both the benefits and challenges of this approach is an ongoing effort. Clearly, it has the potential of giving end-points more control over how packets travel through the network, as we discuss in more detail in Section 1.8.

1.3.4 XIA Forwarding and Router Processing

DAG-based addressing allows XIA to meet its goals of flexibility and evolvability, but this flexibility must not come at excess cost to efficiency and simplicity of the network core, which impacts the design of our XIA router. In what follows, we describe the processing behavior of an XIA router and how to make it efficient by leveraging parallelism appropriately.

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of how packets are processed in an XIA router. The edges represent the flow of packets among processing components. Shaded elements are principal-type specific, whereas other elements are common to all principals. Our design isolates principal-type specific logic to make it easier to add support for new principals.

Before we go through the different steps, let us briefly look at three key features that differ from traditional IP packet processing:

• Processing tasks are separated in XID-independent tasks (white boxes) and XID-specific tasks (colored boxes). The XID-independent functions form the heart of the XIA architecture and mostly focus on how to interpret the DAG.

• There is a fallback edge that is used when the router cannot handle the XID pointed at by the last-visited XID in the DAG, as explained below.

• In addition to having per-principal forwarding functions based on the destination address, packet forwarding allows for processing functions specific to the principal type of the source address.

We now describe the steps involved in processing a packet in detail. When a packet arrives, a router first performs source XID-specific processing based upon the XID type of the sink node of the source DAG. For example, a source DAG \( NID_1 \rightarrow HID_1 \rightarrow CID_1 \) would be passed to the CID processing module.
By default, source-specific processing modules are defined as a no-op since source-specific processing is often unnecessary. In our prototype, we override this default only to define a processing module for the content principal type. A CID sink node in the source DAG represents content that is being forwarded to some destination. The prototype CID processing element opportunistically caches content to service future requests for the same CID.

The following stages of processing iteratively examine the outbound edges of the last-visited node (field LN in the header) of the DAG in priority order. We refer the node pointed by the edge in consideration as the next destination. To attempt to forward along an adjacency, the router examines the XID type of the next destination. If the router supports that principal type, it invokes a principal-specific component based on the type, and if it can forward the packet using the adjacency, it does so. If the router does not support the principal type or does not have an appropriate forwarding rule, it moves on to the next edge. This enables principal-specific customized forwarding ranging from simple route lookups to packet replication or diversion. If no outgoing edge of the last-visited node can be used for forwarding, the destination is considered unreachable and an error is generated.

We implement a prototype of the XIP protocol and forwarding engine. It also includes a full protocol stack. The status of the prototype is discussed in more detail in Section 12.1.

1.4 Deconstructing the XIA Data Plane

While we defined XIA as a comprehensive Future Internet Architecture, we also found it useful from a research perspective to view XIA as three ideas that, in combination, form the XIA architecture. This approach helps in comparing different future Internet architecture, in evaluating the architecture, e.g. by being able to evaluate the benefits of individual ideas in different deployment environments, and in establishing collaborations, e.g. by focusing on ideas rather than less critical details such as header formats. Figure 3 shows how XIA can be viewed as a combination of three ideas: support for multiple principal types, intrinsic security. XIA also proposes a specific realization for each idea: we have specific proposals for an initial set of principal types and their intrinsic security properties, and for flexible addressing. Other future Internet architecture proposals can differ in the ideas they incorporate and/or how they implement those ideas.

The ideas in Figure 3 are largely orthogonal. For example, it is possible to have a network that supports multiple principal types, without having intrinsic security or flexible addressing. Similarly, network can provide intrinsic security for a single principle type (e.g. as shown in AIP [11], which in part motivated XIA), while it is possible to support flexible addressing, e.g. in the form of alternate paths or destinations, without supporting intrinsic security. While it is possible to build an architecture around just one or two of the ideas, there is significant benefit to combine all three, as we did in XIA, since the ideas leverage each
other. This is illustrated by the edges in Figure 3:

- Combining multiple principal types and flexible addressing makes it possible to evolve the set of principal types since flexible addressing can be used to realize fallbacks, one of the key mechanisms needed to incrementally deploy new principal types (e.g., 4IDs [89]). As another example, this combination of ideas makes it possible to customize network deployments, without affecting interoperability, e.g., by only implementing a subset of the principal types in specific networks. Looking at possible deployments of XIA showed that is likely to be common, e.g., core networks will support only a limited number of XIDs (e.g., NIDs and SIDs), while access networks may also support CIDs, HID and possibly others. This customization can be done without affecting interoperability.

- Combining multiple principal types with intrinsic security makes it possible to define intrinsic security properties that are specific to the principal type. The benefit is that users get stronger security properties when using the right principal types. For example, when retrieving a document (static content), using a content principal guarantees that the content matches the identifier, while using a host-based principal to contact the server provides a weaker guarantee (the content comes from the right server).

- The benefits of combining flexible addressing and intrinsic security make it possible to modify DAG-based addresses at runtime securely without needing external key management. For example, when mobile devices move between networks, they can sign use the public key associated with the SID of each connection end-point to sign a change-of-address notice for each communicating peer. Similarly, service instances of a replicated service can switch to a new service identifier by using a certificate signed by the service identifier of the service.

Finally, the ideas in Figure 3 directly address the four components of our vision outlined in Section 1.1. Intrinsic security is a key building block of a trustworthy networks, in the sense that it guarantees certain security properties without relying on external configuration or databases; these can be used as a starting point for more comprehensive solutions. Multiple principal types, combined with flexible addressing, support evolution of the network, for example, to support new usage models or leverage emerging technologies.

1.5 Using Multiple Principals

We use a banking service to illustrate how the XIA features can be used in an application.

1.5.1 Background and Goals

A key feature of XIA is that it represents a single internetwork supporting communication between a flexible, evolvable set of entities. This approach is in sharp contrast with alternative approaches, such as those based on a coexisting set of network architectures, e.g., based on virtualization, or a network based on an alternative single principal type (e.g., content instead of hosts). The premise is that XIA approach offers maximum flexibility both for applications at a particular point in time, and for evolvability over time. We now use an example of how services interact with applications using service and content principals in the context of an online banking service to illustrate the flexibility of using multiple principals. More examples can be found elsewhere [10, 51, 9].

1.5.2 Approach and Findings

In Figure 4, Bank of the Future (BoF) is providing a secure on-line banking service hosted at a large data center using the XIA Internet. The first step is that BoF will register its name, bof.com, in some out of band fashion with a trusted Name Resolution Service (Step 1), binding it to $AD_{BoF} : SID_{BoF}$ (Step 2). The service
ID $SID_{BoF}$ to a public key for the service. One or more servers in the BoF data center will also advertise $SID_{BoF}$ within the BoF’s data center network, i.e. administrative domain $AD_{BoF}$ (Step 3).

The focus of the example is on a banking interaction between a BoF client $C$ ($HID_C$). The first step is to resolve the name bof.com by contacting the Name Resolution Service using $SIF_{Resolv}$ (Step 4), which was obtained from a trusted source, e.g. a service within $AD_C$. The client now connects to the service by sending a packet destined to $AD_{BoF}:SID_{BoF}$ using the socket API. The source address for the packet is $AD_C:HID_C:SID_C$, where $AD_C$ is the AD of the client, $HID_C$ is the HID of the host that is running the client process, and $SID_C$ is the ephemeral SID automatically generated by `connect()`. The source address will be used by the service to construct a return packet to the client.

The packet is routed to $AD_{BoF}$, and then to $S$, one of the servers that serves $SID_{BoF}$ (Step 5). After the initial exchange, both parties agree on a symmetric key. This means that state specific to the communication between two processes is created. Then the client has to send data specifically to process $P$ running at $S$, not any other server that provides the banking service. This is achieved by having the server $S$ bind the service ID to the location of the service, $AD_{BoF}:HID_S$, then communication may continue between $AD_{BoF}:HID_S:SID_{BoF}$ and $AD_C:HID_C:SID_C$ (Step 6). Content can be retrieved directly from the server, or using content IDs, allowing it to be obtained from anywhere in the network.

The initial binding of the banking service running on process $P$ to $HID_S$ can be changed when the server process migrates to another machine, for example, as part of load balancing. Suppose this process migrates to a server with host ID $= HIDs_2$ (Step 7). With appropriate OS support for process migration, a route to $SID_{BoF}$ is added on the new host’s routing table and a redirection entry replaces the routing table entry on $HID_S$. After migration, the source address in subsequent packets from the service is changed to $AD_{BoF}:HID_S:SID_{BoF}$. Notification of the binding change propagates to the client via a packet with an SID extension header containing a message authentication code (MAC) signed by $SID_{BoF}$ that certifies the
binding change (Step 8). A client move to a new AD, $AD_{C2}$, can be handled the same way (Step 9). The new source address of the client will then be $AD_{C2} : HID_{C} : SID_{C}$ (Step 10). When a new packet arrives at the server, the server will update the client’s address. Even though locations of both the server and the client have changed, the two SID end-points—and therefore their cryptographic verifiability—remain the same.

1.6 Interactive conferencing systems

We use an interactive conferencing system as another use scenario for XIA. This research was performed by Wei Shi as part of his undergraduate honors thesis, advised by PI Peter Steenkiste.

1.6.1 Background

With the availability of the XIA prototype (and its Xsocket API) as a platform for application development, we started to develop various user applications over XIA. Among them, we started to explore how to best support multi-party interactive conferencing, called Voice-over XIA (VoXIA). This serves a good example to show how the flexibility of using multiple principal types in XIA can deliver benefits for conversational communication applications that are important in the Internet today.

1.6.2 Approach and Findings

We compared different design options for the VoXIA application. We implemented a basic application with the following features: (1) each node uses the same (predefined) $SID_{VoXIA}$ for the VoXIA application; (2) each node registers its own unique VoXIA identifier (VoXIA ID); (3) and binds this VoXIA ID to its DAG, e.g., $AD : HID : SID_{VoXIA}$. For the voice software stack, we used the Speex protocol for compressing audio frames and PortAudio for recording and playing back audio.

In order to examine whether the use of multiple principal types in XIA can offer advantages over traditional host-based communication in this context, we developed two different VoXIA designs. The first method is to send and receive all frames via XDP sockets (UDP style) and thus, no in-network caching is supported. This serves as a measurement baseline, which represents the traditional host-based communication. The second one is to use XDP sockets only for exchanging a list of frame pointers (CIDs) and use XChunkP sockets (chunk transmission) for retrieving the actual voice frames. This method is supported by in-network caching, as XChunkP communication uses the content principal type. VoXIA experiments over GENI (five end-hosts and two routers) show that the chunk-style VoXIA is advantageous when multiple nodes request the same set of frames since they can effectively utilize the in-network caching. Figure 5 shows an example with four nodes that are are geographically distributed. After Node 3 retrieves a frame from Node 1, it is likely to be available in the content caches of the routers, where it can be efficiently retrieved by Nodes 2 and 4.
The VoXIA experiments showed that the XIA flexibility of using multiple principals can deliver benefits for conversational communication applications. VoXIA can use principal types that match the nature of the communication operation: SIDs for signaling path and CIDs for data path. The experiments also showed that it would be useful to allow nodes to push content chunks in a way that they can be caches along the way (the current XchunkP transport protocol only allows fetching chunks). Finally, a robust conferencing application will have to deal with issues such as pipelining of chunk requests for future data and synchronization among nodes. These issues are similar to those faced by content-centric network architectures such as NDN [60].

1.7 XIA Control Plane Architecture

As a first step towards a control plane architecture, we designed and implemented a flexible routing architecture for XIA. The design is based on the 4D architecture [49, 121] which argues that manageability and evolvability require a clean separation between four dimensions: data, discovery, dissemination and decision. Software-defined networks have become a popular control plane architecture for individual networks (i.e., intra-domain) and they are based on these 4D principles. XIA is exploring how the 4D architecture can be used as the basis for an inter-domain control plane.

Our initial design is shown in Figure 6(left). We assume that each domain is a software-defined network that uses a logically centralized controller. This controller runs separate applications for intra-domain and inter-domain routing. The inter-domain routing application communicates with the routing application in neighboring domains, creating the control plane topology for inter-domain routing that can be used to implement the discovery and dissemination dimensions. Note that this topology is significantly simpler than the topology used by, for example, BGP, which uses a router-based topology.

For routing in XIA, we have logically separate routing protocols for each XID type supported at the intra or inter-domain level, each responsible for populating forwarding tables for intra or inter-domain communication respectively. These are implemented as applications on the SDN controller (Figure 6(left)). The implementation of the routing applications can potential share functiona to reduce the implementation effort. Our implementation supports stand-alone inter-domain routing for NIDs while the protocols supporting Scion (Scion IDs) and anycast for replicated services (SIDs) leverage the universal connectivity supported by NIDs routing and forwarding.

Ongoing research will refine this initial control plane design by providing richer discovery and dissemination dimensions that simplify both the implementation of new control protocols and the extension of existing protocols (evolvability).

As part of the original XIA project, the Scion contributed two addtional pieces of technology that will...
be incorporated into the XIA control plane. First, Scion [124, 57] supports path-based communication in which packets are forwarded based on a previously allocated inter-domain path (Figure 7). For each edge domain, the ISPs establish a number of paths connecting that domain to the core of the Internet (sequence of straight arrows in the figure). These paths adhere to the business policies of the ISPs and may have different properties. Two domains can then communicate by choosing one of their paths and merging them to form an end to end path (e.g., AD1-AD2 and AD3-AD2 in the figure). Scion path based communication uses a new XID type, Scion IDs, and edge networks can choose between forwarding based on destination NID or Scion IDs. The latter are more secure and offer more path control than NIDs.

Second, Scion introduced several new concepts and mechanisms to securely establish and maintain paths. First, it introduced Trust Domains (TD) as a way of reducing the Trusted Computing Base for paths. This is achieved by grouping in domains in independent routing sub-planes (two in the figure). Second, it uses a beaconing protocol to identify possible paths; beacons are created by the domain in the TD root and forwarded towards the edge network. Finally, Scion uses a trust domain infrastructure in which domain share certificates to authenticate themselves. While these techniques were designed within the context of Scion, they are independent of the Scion path selection protocol and we plan to use them to enhance the security of XIAs inter-domain control plane.

1.8 Exposing and Using Control Points

The XIP protocol effectively represents the dataplane interface between network users and domains. It represents a control point that allows actors to engage in a tussle “at runtime” to define a communication agreement that meets their policy, economic, legal and other requirements [27].

Compared with IP, XIP offers significant flexibility in how communication operations are performed (fourth point of the vision in Section 1.1). First, multiple principal types give users (applications or human users) a choice of how to use the network. This choice affects not only performance but also privacy (CIDs potentially expose more information) and control. Similar, service providers have a choice in what principal types to support, e.g., based on economic considerations. Second, DAGs as flexible addresses that are much more expressive than today’s Internet addresses, given users a lot more control over how a packet is handled, through the use of fallbacks, weak source routing and possibly the specification of multiple paths or multiple sinks [10]. Finally, SCION offers the user a choice over the path that its packets will take through
Experience with XIA so far shows however that flexible data plane interfaces are not sufficient to build a network that is evolvable and flexible. We also need to rethink the control plane interfaces for routing for the various principal types and resource management on a variety of time scales (congestion control, traffic engineering). Appropriate interfaces are needed not only between the ISPs but also between ISPs and their customers (residential and corporate networks, service providers, CDNs, etc.). While we have done some initial research in this area, this a central theme in our current research.
Network Challenges

The XIA architecture has been used to address a number of traditional network challenges, including mobility, incremental deployment of architectures, anycast, support for new architecture concepts, in-path services, and in-network caching.

2.1 Supporting Mobility

We designed and implemented protocols to both establish and maintain a communication session with a mobile end-point, leveraging XIA’s DAG-based addresses, service identifiers, and intrinsic security. This research was done by Nitin Gupta and Peter Steenkiste from CMU.

Background and Goals -

Supporting cross-network mobility in the current Internet is challenging for a simple but fundamental reason: the IP protocol uses IP addresses both to identify an endpoint (“identifier”) and as a topological address used to reach the endpoint (“locator”). When a mobile devices switches networks it must change the IP address that is used to reach it, but in IP this means that its identifier also changes so any peers it is communicating with will no longer recognize it as the same device.

There has been a great deal of work on supporting mobility in the Internet, e.g., [122, 48], to overcome this fundamental problem, but two concepts have emerged as the basis for most solutions. The first concept is the use of a rendezvous point that tracks the mobile device’s current address that can be used to reach it (its locator). An example of a rendezvous service is the home agent in the mobile IP protocol. The second is the observation that, once a connection is established, the mobile host can inform its stationary peer (or its point of contact) of any change in location. This is for example done by the foreign agent in mobile IP. Both of these concepts are fairly easy to implement in XIA, in part because XIA distinguishes between the identifier for an endpoint (HID SID, or any XID type) and its locator (an address DAG). Note that MobilityFirst uses a similar split with globally unique host identifiers (GUIDs) that are resolved to locators [105]. We now describe our implementation of each concept for host mobility.

Approach and Findings - In our design, when a mobile device leaves its home network, it needs to do two things. First, it needs to make sure that it registers a DAG address with the name service that includes a rendezvous service; we discuss possible DAG formats below. Second, as it connects to different foreign networks, it needs to keep its rendezvous service (marked as Loc Svc in figure 8(left)) informed of its current location by registering its DAG address (dotted arrow in the Figure). This will allow the rendezvous service to keep an up-to-date forwarding table with entries for all the mobile devices it is responsible for.
To establish a communication session with a mobile device, a corresponding client will first do a name lookup. As shown in Figure 8(left), the address DAG that is returned could include the device’s “home” locator ($\text{NID}_H : \text{HID}$) as the intent, and the location of a rendezvous service ($\text{NID}_S : \text{SID}$) as the fallback. If the device is attached to its home network, it is delivered by following dashed Arrow 1 in the DAG. If not, it is automatically delivered to the rendezvous service using the fallback (Arrow 2). The rendezvous service could be located anywhere. For example, it could be hosted by the home network as in mobile IP, or could be a distributed commercial service. When it receives the packet, the rendezvous service looks up the current DAG address for the mobile device and forwards the packet (Arrow 3). The mobile device can then establish the connection with the communicating client. It also provides the corresponding host with its new address as described below, so future packets can be delivered directly to the new address. Clearly, other DAG formats are possible. For example, the mobile device could register the DAG of its rendezvous service with its name service when it leaves its home network, so connection requests are directly forwarded to the rendezvous service.

The above solution is simple but it is not secure. A malicious party can easily intercept a session by registering its own DAG with the rendezvous service, impersonating the mobile device. The solution is to require that address registrations with the rendezvous are signed by the mobile device. This can be done in a variety of ways. For example, the mobile device can receive a shared key or other credentials when it signs up with the mobile device. In XIA, we can leverage intrinsic security. The mobile device uses the public key associated with SID in its “home” DAG address so the rendezvous service can verify the authenticity of registration without needing a prior agreement with the mobile device. We use the SID to sign the registration since it is typically the “intent” identifier, i.e., it is the true end-point associated with the DAG. In contrast, HIDs and NIDs in the DAG can change over time.

The implementation of the rendezvous service raises two design questions. First, where should it be implemented in the protocol stack. Logically, it acts as a layer 3 forwarding element. It uses a forwarding table to forward packets at layer 3, but that table is directly filled in by endpoints, rather than by a traditional routing protocol. However, for simplicity of code development, we decided not to implement it at layer 3 inside click. Instead, it is an application level process that uses the raw Xsocket interface to send and receive layer 3 packets (that include the XIA header). A second design decision is how the rendezvous service forwards packets to the client. Options include dynamic packet encapsulation or address rewriting. We decided to use address rewriting, i.e. replace the client’s old address with its new address, because it does not affect packet length, does avoiding packet fragmentation issues.

To maintain an active session during mobility, the mobile host keeps the stationary host informed of its new address [51], as shown in Figure 8(right). Again, we must decide where to implement this functionality. For network-level mobility, layer 3 would be the natural place in the protocol stack. Unfortunately, since XIP is a connection-less protocol, it does not know what active (layer 4 and higher) sessions exist. In our solution, the XIP protocol prepares a change-of-address record, which is passed on to any software module (transport protocol, applications, etc.) that registered an interest in learning about address changes. These modules are then responsible for forwarding the address change to any relevant parties. In our implementation, the reliable transport protocol inserts the change of address record in the data stream, marked as control information. The change of address record is signed using the private key of the SID associated with The endpoint of the connection, as explained earlier.

**Status and future work** - We have implemented both mechanisms and have shown that they work. Both mechanisms are very responsive, and the current bottleneck in network-level handoff is the old and slow XHCP protocol that is currently used to join a new network. Future work will focus on optimizing the protocol used to join a network and transport and session level support to optimize network performance during network mobility.
2.2 Incremental deployment

We explored whether XIA’s flexible addressing could be used to help with incremental deployment of XIA nodes and networks in IPv4 networks. This research was performed by CMU Ph.D. student Matt Mukerjee, advised by PIs Seshan and Steenkiste.

Background - One of the biggest hurdles facing a new architecture is deployment in the real world over an existing infrastructure. For example, several past designs including IP Multicast, different QoS designs, and IPv6, have faced significant deployment challenges over the current IPv4 infrastructure. The most common approach that past systems have taken is the use of an overlay network. Both IPv6 and IP Multicast operate a virtual backbone - the 6bone and Mbone, respectively. Users who wish to make use of IPv6 or IP Multicast must create an overlay network link or tunnel that connects them to the backbone. Unfortunately, creating such links is a complicated process and this has limited the wide adoption of these protocols. Recent efforts [86] have tried to automate this process; however, other weaknesses associated with a tunnel-based scheme remain.

By analyzing the range of IPv6 deployment methods, it quickly becomes clear that any proper deployment method must have certain qualities. A first key requirements is that there should be no explicit tunneling between disjoint clouds since it is a fragile. Also, there should be no address mapping that takes old addresses and puts them into the new address space. Allowing this severely limits the usefulness of the new network to the constraints of the old network. Desirable properties include minimal configuration, automatic adaptation to unforeseen changes in the underlying network topology or failure of nodes/links, and graceful degradation.

Our initial design to address these requirements in XIA introduces a new XID type that we call a 4ID (named for IPv4 ID). Consider a scenario with two nodes, A and B, that are located in different XIA-based networks attached to the IPv4 Internet at different locations. Each of the two networks has at least one node that operates as a dual-stack router (i.e., a router that connects to both the XIA local network and the IPv4 network). In order for A to transmit a packet to B, the destination DAG address will contain the IPv4 address of B’s network’s dual-stack router as a fallback address. This entry will be encoded inside and XIA address with the type labeled as a 4ID. This design takes advantage of the fact that XIA packets can carry multiple addresses and encode relative priorities across them. In addition, unlike past designs, there is no use of a virtual backbone and no need to setup tunnels.

Figure 9 illustrates the example. The dual stack router in network A will first try to forward the packet based on the intent identifier, AD, but it does not have a forwarding entry AD, so it needs to use the fallback. After encapsulating the packet into an IPv4 packet using the IPv4 address enclosed in 4ID, the packet can be delivered over the IPv4 network to AD. The dual stack router in network B will remove the IPv4 header and forward the packet to the destination using XIP. Once the IPv4 network is upgraded to XIA,
the same DAG can still be used to reach the destination.

**Approach and Findings** - We generalized our understanding of incremental deployment techniques by creating a design space based on how different approaches addressed four core questions:

- How and when to select an egress gateway from the new network architecture (NNA) source network
- How and when to select an ingress gateway into the destination NNA network
- How to reach the egress gateway of the source NNA network from the source host
- How to reach the ingress gateway of the NNA destination network from the source NNA network

Based on the above design space, we were able to map all existing designs into two broad classes of solutions. In addition, we were able to identify two new classes of designs. The 4ID-based design represents one of these classes. We created a new design that we called “Smart 4ID” as an example of the second new class. The 4ID mechanism utilizes new data plane technology to flexibly decide when to encapsulate packets at forwarding time. In contrast, the Smart 4ID mechanism additionally adopts an SDN-style control plane to intelligently pick ingress/egress pairs based on a wider view of the local network.

To characterize the real-world performance tradeoffs of the four classes (both new and old), we implemented a representative mechanism from each class and performed wide-area experimentation over PlanetLab [23]. We explored how the choices made in each class directly impact host performance (path latency, path stretch, and latency seen by applications) as well as failure semantics (failure detection and recovery time) through a quantitative analysis. We additionally provide a qualitative analysis of management and complexity overhead of each mechanism. Path latency and stretch provide insight into the quality of the path chosen by each mechanism, whereas application latency shows path impact on hosts. Failure semantics and management/complexity overhead present a fuller picture of the effort needed to use these mechanisms, which is often left out in analysis.

Our results shows that the new Smart 4ID-based approach outperforms previous approaches in performance while simultaneously providing better failure semantics. We contend that the our mechanism performs better because it leverages innovations in the data plane (flexible addressing) and the control plane (centralized local controller) rather than relying solely on traditional ideas (routing, naming, etc).

### 2.3 Service anycast routing

We designed and implemented an inter-domain anycast routing protocol for XIA service identifiers (SIDs).

**Background** - SIDs represent the end-points of communication sessions (i.e., sockets). Similar to the current Internet, SIDs can be “well-known”, i.e., advertised by service providers, or ephemeral, e.g., for clients. Since services can be replicated for performance and availability, an initial service request based on an SID has anycast semantics: the network must deliver the request to exactly one service instance. The choice of service instance is highly service-specific and will depend on both the state of the infrastructure (bandwidth, latency, server load, ..) and provider policies. Once the service request is received by a service instance, the endpoint of the connection is “bound” to that instance by inserting the NID of the service instance in the address DAG. Intrinsic security is used to make this step secure.

The requirements for SID anycast can be summarized as follows:

- **Flexibility** Decision making should be flexible enough to meet the requirements of wide variety of Internet services.
- **Accuracy** The choice of the service instance should accurately reflect that conditions of the server and the network.
• **Responsiveness** Decision making should be responsive to changes in the system conditions.

• **Efficiency** Initial request packets should be handled efficiently since many service sessions are short-lived.

• **Scalability** The system must have low overhead so it can scale to a potentially large number of services and client domains.

• **Availability** The system must have high availability, even if parts of the anycast architecture fail.

Related work in this area falls broadly in two categories. The first one is exemplified by IP anycast [93], which supports anycast over the current Internet. Its current implementation [2, 66] leverages BGP [101]. This means that instances are selected using BGP-type criteria (AD path length, etc.). While this may be sufficient for DNS [55], it does not meet the requirements of more demanding services.

The most commonly used anycast service today is DNS-based. Specifically, the DNS server of the service provider will select a service instance and return it in the form of an IP address to the client. This approach has the advantage that the service provider is fully in control of the selection process and can apply any policy they want. There are however a number of limitations and drawbacks. First, the DNS server does not have access to any network information; all it knows is an estimated location based on the client’s request. Second, it adds a roundtrip worth of latency to service access. Finally, this approach introduces a fair bit of overhead since caching of DNS responses has to be limited to make the system responsive to failures and changes in load.

**Approach and Findings** - The key idea underlying our design that we want to place instance selection in the hands of service providers so rich policies can be implemented, but instead of relying on DNS, we want to use routing so we can incorporate more accurate information about network conditions and avoid the roundtrip latency associated with a DNS lookup.

The high level design is shown in Figure 10. The figure shows an SID-enables domain with an SDN style control plane, consistent with the XIA control plane architecture (Section 1.7). The SDN controller runs an SID routing application, *service router*, that, together with a set of *service controllers* that are colocated with each service instance for a set of SIDs, implement anycast. Consistent with the 4D architecture [49], the service routers and controllers together implement discovery, dissemination and decision functions.

As a first step, service controllers will use beacons to advertise their presence, allowing service routers to identify available service instances and establish communication sessions with their service controllers (step
1). Next, a network measurement application in each SID-enabled domain will collect network performance data (e.g., latency and bandwidth to service instances) and make this information available to the service controllers; we discuss the placement of SID-enabled domains later. The services controllers for each SID will then jointly decide on how service routers should forward SID requests to service instances using both the information provided by the service controllers and internal information such as service load and policies (step 3). They then forward these decisions to the service routers (step 4), which will distribute it to routers in their domain as needed (step 5). SID requests from clients will now be forwarded to the appropriate service instances without incurring additional latency (step 6).

Let us elaborate on some of the key steps. First, the simplest outcome of the decision step (step 3) would be to create a forwarding entry for an SID that points at a single service instance. Unfortunately, unless the service provider has a presence in a large number of SID-enabled domains, which may not be practical for smaller service providers, this simple approach would limit load balancing options. For this reason, we are exploring an alternative design where a forwarding entry for an SID can include multiple service instances with a target load distribution. Second, our design assumes that the information collected in step 2 is representative for clients. This requires SID-enabled domains to be at the edge of the Internet, near or even inside client networks. Clearly, increasing the number of domains will improve performance. Finally, in order to keep track of changing network and server conditions, routing updates will happen periodically. Service controllers can also push updates at any time, for example to respond to failures or sudden changes in the network or load. This should improve both responsiveness and availability.

This design meets the requirements we identified above by combining the benefits of the DNS-style approach with those of a routing solution.

2.4 Pushing the evolvability envelop

The XIA group at Boston University has realized a Linux implementation of the core XIA network architecture and has been exploring how other FIA features can be integrated into Linux XIA at the network layer. The primary goal of this effort is fourfold: to streamline upcoming network deployments of XIA, to provide a concrete demonstration of XIA’s capability to evolve and import novel architectural functionality created by others, to facilitate other network researchers to conduct architectural evaluations enabled by the existence of XIA, and to reach beyond network researchers to other potential early adopters of XIA. This effort has been spearheaded by post-doctoral researcher Michel Machado and PI John Byers. Other team members contributing in this reporting period are PhD students Cody Doucette and Qiaobin Fu, undergraduate Alexander Breen, and Boston Academy High School student Aaron Handelman.

Background - In the FIA-funded FIA XIA project, Boston University implemented an XIA protocol stack natively in Linux and started to use this implementation as a basis for realizing other FIA architectures as principals within the XIA framework. As described in Michel Machado’s Ph.D. thesis [82], the team ported the Linux implementation of the Serval service-centric architecture to XIA, and produced white paper ports of the NDN architecture, as well as the MobilityFirst architecture, and the ANTS active network protocol. XIA was able to accommodate these “foreign” architectures by introducing new principal types and using the flexible addresses, as described in previous annual reports. Another interesting take-away finding was that realizing Serval in XIA directly activates intrinsic security, cleanly remediating a key weakness in the original “Serval over IP” design.

Findings - In this reporting period, the Boston team continued to build out functionality on Linux XIA, providing support for multicast using the zFilter framework from the PURSUIT project (a European future architecture), and focusing on interoperability. The goal was to evaluate how effectively and efficiently XIA’s architectural principles supports networking features, in this case supporting multicast over a legacy network. This research will be presented at ANCS’15 [83].

We built a reliable multicast application that combines three principals to deliver content across a hetero-
Figure 11: Example of network evolvability and principal interoperability in Linux XIA.

generic network, to demonstrate the value of principal interoperability. This application employs the U4ID principal to cross an IP-only link, the zFilter principal to duplicate packets in the network, the XDP principal to deliver packets to sockets, and erasure codes to make the transmission reliable. Figure 11 illustrates this application in action, and shows how these principals can compose an XIP address.

The three-node destination address depicted at bottom left in 11 can be understood as expressing the following intent: (1) traverse an IP-only part of the network by encapsulating XIA packets in UDP/IP payloads; (2) multicast the content to multiple hosts; and (3) deliver the content to listening datagram sockets. Alternatively, the depicted single-node destination address can be used in tandem with routing redirects in the network to supply the same functionality. In both cases, this allows the TCP/IP, zFilter, and XIA architectures to interoperate by composing their individual strengths, despite the fact that these architectures were never intended to work together.

Each step in Figure 11 captures a transition in the life of an XIP packet being sent from the server to the clients. The XIP packet is created (Step 1) but while routing the packet, XIP discovers that it cannot forward the packet using the XDP identifier since the link between the dual stack server and the router is IP-only, so XIP transfers control to the U4ID principal, which encapsulates the XIP packet into the payload of a UDP/IP packet (Step 2). The packet is forwarded using IP and arrives on the router, where it is decapsulated and control is handed back to the U4ID principal (Step 3). IP decides on following the edge zF1, which leads to duplicating the packet (Step 4), and sending the copied packets toward the two clients. Once the packets arrive at the clients (Step 5), the XDP principal identifies the listening datagram sockets to which the data must be delivered. This application serves as a proof of concept that XIA has a strong notion of evolvability and that Linux XIA offers a practical realization of allowing interoperation and collaboration between multiple new principal types.

The lessons learned from porting various FIA features to XIA show that XIA can be viewed as an interoperable meta network architecture [83]: a framework that nurtures coexistence of clean-slate designs, letting stakeholders experiment with, improve, and choose the designs that best suit their needs. In this architectural framework, future innovation can occur on the level playing field provided by the XIA framework, lowering barriers to entry, and thus enabling crowdsourced innovation. Our vision is that Linux XIA
2.5 In-Path Network Services

In this section, we explore how to effectively support in-path network services. This project is motivated by, and extends, earlier work on Tapa, transport support for communication over heterogeneous edge networks, which is summarized in Section 3.1. This research was performed by David Naylor, in collaboration with Suk-Bok Lee (postdoc) and PI Peter Steenkiste.

2.5.1 Background

Today’s Internet does a poor job handling in-path services, i.e. services data should pass through on its way to a destination. There is currently no mechanism for including in-path services in a communication session without building an overlay on TCP/IP or physically (and transparently) inserting the service into the data path. These transparent middleboxes often introduce new problems, such as creating new failure modes that violate fate sharing.

The goal of this work is to design and implement support for in-path services in XIA such that: (1) all involved parties (applications, hosts, and ADs) can add services to a communication session; (2) all in-path services are visible to all communicating parties (eliminating hidden failures and allowing policy verification); (3) paths do not have to be symmetric; (4) applications are required to implement as little of the service management/error recovery functionality as possible (i.e., the network handles as much as possible).

2.5.2 Approach and Findings

In order to realize the above design goal for in-path services, we proposed adding a session layer to the XIA stack. The session layer manages all in-path services in a session. It solicits input from all involved parties as to which services should be included and sets up a session by initiating transport connections between application-level services. Figure 12 shows the XIA stack with a session layer that supports in-path services, either at the application level (Figure 12(a)) or at the network level (Figure 12(b)). Application level services sit above the application layer, while the session layer provides what are essentially raw sockets to network-level services, bypassing the transport layer.

The initiator of a session specifies its final intent, or the other endpoint, and optionally a set of in-path services. We use the term path to describe the ordered set of services through which data should pass between the initiator and the final intent in one direction, including either the initiator in the forward path or the final intent in the return path. A session, then, is simply two paths: one from the initiator to the final
intent and one from the final intent back to the initiator. The two paths may or may not be identical. We call the DAGs describing these paths the session DAGs. Figure 13 shows an example session where the virus scanner is an application-level service (it is a transport endpoint) while the firewall is a network-level service (it is not a transport endpoint). In this case, the session consists of two asymmetric paths that include different in-path services: one from the initiator to the final intent and the other from the final intent back to the initiator. Black arrows indicate transport connections.

We have designed and implemented the session management procedure with three distinct phases: DAG creation, service discovery and DAG negotiation, and data transfer. For DAG creation phase, the initiator must construct two DAGs: one encoding path 1 (from initiator to final intent), the other encoding path 2 (final intent back to initiator). The session layer on a given host uses these session DAGs to make a network-level DAG for the next hop in the path. During the service discovery and DAG negotiation phase, the session layer sets up individual transport connections between consecutive application-level services; which transport protocol it uses is determined by flags passed by the application when the session socket is created. The session binds to the “discovered” services. During this phase, each party also has the opportunity to make changes in the session DAGs, e.g., adding some in-path services of its own. It does so by modifying the session DAGs before forwarding the session information packet to the next hop. When the session information packet returns to the initiator, the session layer at the initiator checks for changes in the session DAGs and decides whether the session can be established, or whether further negotiation is needed. Once a session is set up, we propose transmit data in the session as ADUs, similar to Tapa. The reason is that it is useful for some services to know ADU boundaries, and it also simplifies end-to-end reliable delivery, since we can no longer use byte or packet sequence numbers when in-path services might be adding or removing bytes/packets.

We have also explored content retrieval via in-path services: path 1 is the sequence of services your content request packets should visit (e.g., a packet scheduler) and path 2 describes the services through which the content itself should pass when returning to the requester. The idea is to set up a normal XSP (stream) session over these paths; a content request traverses path 1 while the content itself returns to the initiator via path 2. We note that the session layer at the first service in path 2 will request the content (to the network), and upon receiving, publish a modified chunk if the content has changed. A service may optionally store CIDs it has processed in a database which maps them to the CID of the modified content.
it produced in the past. If it does, then if it receives a request to process a piece of content it has seen in
the past, it can immediately send the CID of the modified content to the next hop rather than requesting and
processing the chunk again.

2.6 Trace-driven analysis of ICN deployments on video workloads

The XIA data plane can support a richer set of communication abstractions including traditional host-to-
host and emerging content-centric routing paradigms using CIDs. As part of the XIA video use case, we
would like to understand how to optimally utilize these capabilities and how to deploy and configure the
XIA data plane. This work was led by Prof. Sun Yi, a visiting XIA collaborator from the Chinese Academy
of Sciences in collaboration with Seyed Fayaz, a student advised by PI Vyas Sekar [109].

**Background and Goals -** The motivation for CID in XIA and other future Internet architectures is
driven in large part by the dramatic rise in Internet video traffic volumes over the last several years [24]. In
particular, the promise of ubiquitous caching and simplified network traffic engineering that CID-based ICN
architectures offer have a natural synergy with the quality expectations and bandwidth demands of Internet
video workloads. In this context, there are two natural questions that arise with respect to the interaction
between CID routing and Internet video:

- **How do video workloads impact network-level improvements offered by different caching strategies?**

  The canonical improvement metrics studied in the ICN literature include cache hit rate, origin server
  load reduction, and the reduction in the overall network footprint [45]. There is a very rich literature
  on how caching can be used to optimize these metrics including work on content placement to decide
  which routers on a request path should cache the content (e.g., [76, 75, 41, 98, 22]) and content
  replacement to decide how to manage the cache storage when full (e.g., [87, 3]). We would like to
  understand what specific placement and replacement algorithms work well for video workloads and
  what magnitude of improvement they can offer.

- **How do caching mechanisms impact key video-specific QoE metrics?**

  Unlike traditional Internet web workloads, Internet video introduces new QoE metrics that impact user
  engagement such as buffering ratio, startup latency, and average bitrate [33, 74]. Going beyond the
  aforementioned network-centric metrics, we would also like to understand how different ICN caching
  strategies impact these key video-specific QoE metrics.

Despite the tremendous interest in both ICN and Internet video, there has been little work on system-
atically answering these questions with actual video workloads and using real network topologies.

**Approach and Findings -** Our work bridges this gap using large-scale video on demand (VOD) request
traces consisting of over 196 million video requests from over 16 million users from the PPTV deployment
in China [97]. We evaluate a combination of seven CID-based content placement [76, 75, 41, 98, 22],
five content replacement schemes [87, 3], and four different cache sizes (1GB, 10GB, 100GB, and 1TB).
For each of these scenarios, we run trace-driven simulations on a country-wide router-level topology with
around 80K routers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest (in terms of the topology and number of
requests) and most comprehensive (in terms of the design space) trace-driven analysis of CID/ICN caching
strategies on video workloads.

Running such a large-scale workload on a large topology and a broad range of scenarios raises significant
scalability challenges for existing ICN simulation frameworks [5]. To enable this analysis, we develop a
custom request-level simulator called iCache that provides almost 50× improvement over state-of-the-art ICN simulation platforms. In designing iCache, we make three key decisions:

- ndnSIM [5] does a detailed packet-level simulation carefully capturing every content packet and content response. This leads to a significant number of events in the system and very high memory consumption at high request rates. As a first step, we simplify the simulation by moving to a request-level rather than a packet-level simulation. One concern is that we may not be able to replicate fine-grained QoE metrics with a flow-level simulation. Fortunately, we use a data-driven extrapolation methodology for computing QoE metrics that is amenable to a flow-level analysis. Second, ndnSIM provides a complete implementation of all ICN functionalities; e.g., checks for content-level security. These features significantly add to the per-request processing but are not relevant to our study. We simplify the per-node operations and do not implement the content-integrity steps.

- To emulate complex content routing protocols such as OSPF extensions, ndnSIM effectively recomputes each routing table on each cache eviction event. This creates a large number of routing protocol messages and increases the processing overhead. However, for many common ICN routing strategies (e.g., shortest path to servers [112, 45]) the routing table does not need to be updated. We, therefore, precompute the routing tables and use them throughout the simulation.

- Finally, rather than a node-centric software architecture, we move to a “tier”-based architecture where we group modules with the same function on different nodes into a single layer, such as a caching layer, forwarding layer, and routing layer. Unlike other simulators, where each simulated ICN node maintains its own routing, caching, and forwarding tables, this grouping enables the use of global tables that are shared by all routers avoiding redundant entries. This not only reduces memory consumption, but it also improves the locality of memory accesses, thus minimizing I/O and improving the processing time.

Figure 14 shows the simulation time of a large-scale simulation on a machine with a Xeon 2.13GHz core and 1TB of memory running Linux. The simulation involved about 80K routers, 16M clients, 500K videos, and 196M content requests, and took ≤5 hours for different cache sizes. For comparison, the native ndnSIM needs 127 to 252 hours to finish the same simulations. As a point of comparison, we also include a version of ndnSIM with the routing pre-computation optimization described above. This precomputation does help significantly. It cuts the simulation time to 7.5-132.9 hours, but this is still almost 2× slower than iCache.

Using iCache, we answer the two high-level questions raised above in the context of a popular video content provider (PPTV). Our key observations are as follows:

- For a provider like PPTV which already has a substantial server footprint, even with the largest cache size in our evaluations (1TB), the overall video QoE improvement is around 12% (Figure 16).
• Across all strategies, we observe that only very large caches (i.e., 100GB or 1TB) provide considerable (≥ 10%) reduction in the network traffic (Figure 15). The reduction is more than 20% only with cache > 100GB. The best combination of placement and replacement for 1GB, 10GB, 100GB, and 1TB are LCE + TTL, Prob + LFU, LCE + LFU, and LCE + LFU, respectively.

• While the best combination of content placement and replacement strategies does depend on the cache

---

1Placement strategies: LCE leaves a copy everywhere, and Prob is a probabilistic strategy. Replacement strategies: TTL uses a popularity based TTL and LFU is least frequently used.
size and the metric of interest, the combination of probabilistic content placement (Prob) and LFU content replacement (LFU) emerges as a near-optimal strategy across all scenarios.

- We also analyze where, when, and what contributes to the improvement and find that: (a) caches in the middle and access portions of the network contribute most to traffic reduction and QoE improvement; (b) requests from highly populated regions without content servers observe the highest QoE improvement; and (c) requests for popular content are more likely to contribute to overall ICN-induced QoE improvements.

### 2.7 Initial evaluation of the XIA data plane

We looked at how effective the concepts forming the basis of the XIA data plane have been in addressing various network challenges, based on our experience so far.

**Background** - One way of evaluating network architectures is to evaluate how much it contributes to solutions to deal with specific network challenges. Network architectures can be specified at multiple levels: principles and invariants (e.g., the concepts in Figure 3), concrete specification (e.g., an IETF draft), and implementation (e.g., the XIA prototype). While a proposed solution and an evaluation of its effectiveness will naturally use a specific specification and implementation of the architecture, it is possible to use this approach to evaluate an architecture at the principle level by arguing that the benefits of solution derive from principles, and not a from a particular implementation.

**Approach and Findings** - The first column in Figure 17 shows a number of challenges that we have addressed using XIA. Details on the solutions can be found in the annual reports for the XIA project funded by the FIA program. The three last columns use a check mark to show whether the availability of multiple principal types, flexible addressing and intrinsic security played a key role in the proposed solution.

All solutions relied on being able to use multiple principal types. They are obviously required for evolvability and network diversity. Scoping and mobility require network identifiers, and incremental deployment of XIA relies on a new “4ID” to represent legacy network addresses, e.g., IPv4. The evolvability study that ported “foreign” FIA concepts to XIA introduced a variety of new XID types and the introduction Scion path-based forwarding requires Scion IDs. A recently started effort on publish-subscribe systems has introduced “RIDs” representing subscribe requests.

All solutions similarly require flexible addressing. Most solutions require fallbacks: evolvability, net-
work diversity, incremental deployment of XIA, pub-sub, and mobility. Scoping and Scion require “chain-
ing” of XIDs, i.e., scoping. Finally, the extreme evolvability study uses a variety of DAG formats.

Finally, mobility and Scion require intrinsic security to guarantee integrity of the end-end communi-
cation session (large check mark). Evolvability and extreme evolvability gain benefit from security (small check mark): evolvability benefits from having principal specific intrinsic security properties, while the XIA version of “foreign” FIA concepts was sometimes able to enhance them by adding intrinsic security proper-
ties. Finally, scoping and network diversity are agnostic to the presence intrinsic security, i.e., they maintain the properties of individual XIDs, but do not extend them. “4IDs” help with the transfer of packets over legacy networks, which lack intrinsic security. Finally, the pub-sub research is still ongoing but is likely to use intrinsic security to link “RIDs” with responses.
3 Building on the XIA Architecture

The functionality and performance of a network is not solely determined by its architecture but critically depends on other network protocols and services. A number of XIA research activities have looked at how other network functions can contribute to the goals of XIA, e.g., security, evolvability, etc.

3.1 Transport over Heterogeneous Networks

Tapa is part of Fahad Dogar’s PhD thesis [34], advised by PI Steenkiste.

3.1.1 Background and Goals

The original Internet was based on the “intelligent endpoints, dumb network” principle, so most of the data transfer functionality was implemented at end-points, as part of the transport protocol (i.e., TCP). However, the demands of today’s Internet require revisiting this design approach. Specifically, two trends are increasingly challenging this end-point-based approach to transport protocol design.

**Heterogeneous Networks and Devices:** Unlike the original Internet, the networks that make up the Internet now are very diverse, ranging from very high speed optical backbones, to low speed, unreliable wireless networks, causing problems for end-to-end protocols such as TCP, e.g. [13, 39]. Similarly, devices, such as sensors and mobile nodes, are highly resource-constrained, compared with traditional endpoints. This heterogeneity affects how we should distribute functions across devices. For example, when applying the end-to-end argument [103], we can no longer view the communication subsystem as a single homogeneous module.

**Rich Network Services:** Today’s network needs to provide a wide variety of services, including data oriented services, such as application independent caching and retrieving content from multiple sources, and higher level services, such as transcoding proxies and virus scanners. Unfortunately, inserting services in an end-to-end path is hard, as the data units used by applications and their naming are not exposed to the transport as well as element within the network. Moreover, TCP’s end-to-end semantics are very rigid: they do not allow role of an intermediary or accommodate different delivery semantics.

So far, our response to the above trends has been to implement ad-hoc solutions, such as splitting transport connections at APs, transparent proxies, CDNs, and various other forms of application middleboxes. Unfortunately, these solutions are fragile and complex to manage, and they often interact poorly with other protocols [13, 18, 47, 26].

3.1.2 Approach and Findings

The goal of Tapa is to provide an architecture that can accommodate heterogeneous networks and rich in-network services in a systematic manner. The initial concepts underlying Tapa are described in [35]. The basic idea (Figure 18(a)) is to partition end-to-end paths into *segments*, homogeneous sections of the path that are connected using Transfer Access Points (TAPs). Segments might for example cross a wireless access network, or part of the wired Internet backbone. End-to-end connectivity is provided by the transfer layer, which forwards data across segments in a best-effort fashion, similar to how IP forwards packets across routers. Finally, there is a session layer that implements specific end-to-end semantics over the path. Another way of looking at Tapa is that it unbundles the thick IP transport layer into a set of thinner protocols that focus on addressing separate concerns (Figure 18(b)).

This architecture has several benefits. A first benefit of using segments is that they can use segment-specific mechanism to deal transport functions such as error, congestion, and flow control. Wired segments can for example use end-to-end solutions, while wireless segments can use native solutions. Segments also offer a nice abstraction for managing topology, e.g. handoff for mobile users. Second, TAPs provide
a natural insertion point for services. The original Tapa effort focused on content centric service, so the transfer layer operates on ADUs (or chunks using XIA terminology) and the service offered by segments is best-effort ADU delivery. Finally, since the session layer is relatively light-weight since it only operates over a short multi-segment path, implementing diverse semantics should be easier than in today’s Internet.

We applied the Tapa concepts to design a transport architecture for heterogeneous networks that can leverage the novel XIA features. This led to a number of changes to Tapa that improve its flexibility and allow it to be used over diverse network architectures, such as IP and XIP. The starting point for this effort was the question of how Tapa can leverage the content and service principals supported by XIA. This turns out to be somewhat tricky since the original Tapa provided content and service support in an overlay over IP, while XIA supports for these functions sits much lower in the network - below the narrow waist rather than above it. The solution was to view the transfer function as a service that is simply instantiated differently, depending on the network architecture. The transfer service can semantically sit at multiple levels, ranging from simply forwarding ADUs, to content optimization (e.g. caching, which can supported natively in XIA,
but uses a DOT-style overlay on IP), and higher-level services such as firewalls or transcoding.

A second effort was to explore a broader set of services, which the goal to evaluate the breadth of the Tapa design. While the initial focus was on fairly simple transfer level services, e.g. support for mobility [35], we now also considered higher services, for example, distributed caching in the context of a social networking service, data processing, and security related services. The Tapa architecture turned out to be effective for all these examples. We also found that the concept of segments of different types is more general than we originally envisioned. In Catnap [36], we used the concept of a “bursting” segment to improve the battery life of mobile devices. Existing transport protocols such as TCP mostly deliver “ASAP” service. This is a problem for mobile devices that using technologies such as 802.11 connected to slower wired access networks since the slower wired connection effectively paces packets over the wireless link, preventing it from going into power save mode. Catnap is a simple service that batches data on the access point so it can be sent efficiently as a single burst over the wireless link, as is illustrated in Figure 19. In the context of social networking applications, we generalized this idea by introducing “slow” segments that forward data to a central server as a background task. Clearly, the notion of a segment that can change the timing of data forwarding is a generally applicable concept.

3.2 Evolvable transport protocols

We explored how we can make transport protocols evolvable. This research was done by Robert Grandl and PI Aditya Akella from the University of Wisconsin, in collaboration with Dongsu Han and PI Srini Seshan from Carnegie Mellon University.

3.2.1 Background

Networked applications often require a wide range of communication features, such as reliability, flow control, and in-order delivery, in order to operate effectively. Since the Internet provides only a very simple, best-effort, datagram-based communication interface, we have relied on transport protocols to play the key role to implementing the application’s desired functionality on top of the simple Internet packet service. As application needs and workloads have changed over time, transport protocols have evolved to meet their needs. In general, changes to transport protocols, such as adding better loss recovery mechanisms, have been relatively simple since they require only changes to the endpoints. However, among the functions that transport protocols implement, congestion control is unique since it concerns resource allocation, which requires coordination among all participants using the resource. As a result, two very different styles of congestion control implement, congestion control is unique since it concerns resource allocation, which requires coordination among all participants using the resource. As a result, two very different styles of congestion control cannot coexist, making evolution of congestion control difficult.

The need for evolution in congestion control becomes apparent when we look at the history of TCP. While TCP’s congestion control was not designed with evolution in mind, the development of TCP-Friendliness principles [46] enabled the development of a wide range of congestion control techniques to meet different application requirements; these include support for: streaming applications that require bandwidth guarantees [46, 25, 17, 88], or low-latency recovery [77, 50], non-interactive applications that can leverage low-priority, background transfer [114], applications that require multi-path communication for robustness [118], and Bittorrent-like content transfers that involve in transferring chunks from multiple sources.

The ability for TCP’s congestion control to evolve has been enabled by two key aspects of its design: 1) Purely end-point based nature allowed new algorithms to be easily deployed and 2) its AIMD-based congestion avoidance led to the notion of TCP-friendliness.

Unfortunately, recent efforts, such as RCP [38] and XCP [65], rely on explicit congestion feedback from the network. While these designs are far more efficient than TCP, they limit the range of different end-point application behaviors that the network can support. It is not understood whether such explicit
congestion control algorithms can be made flexible to allow evolution. The goal of our work is to design a
novel congestion control framework that is as efficient as explicit congestion control algorithms (e.g., RCP
and XCP), but retains (or even expands) the flexibility of TCP-friendliness based solutions.

3.2.2 Approach and Findings

We have developed a new congestion control architecture called FCP (Flexible Control Protocol) that lever-
ages explicit network feedback but still supports diverse endpoint and network behaviors. We present a brief
overview of FCP in Figure 20. FCP leverages ideas from economics-based congestion control [67, 68] and
explicit congestion control. In particular, to enable flexible resource allocation with in a host, we allow
each domain to allocate resources (budget) to a host (Figure 20(a)), and make networks explicitly signal the
congestion price (Figure 20(b)). The flexibility comes from the end-points being able to assign their own
resources to their flows (an example is shown in (Figure 20(a))) and the networks being able to aggregate
flows and assign differential price to different classes of flows to provide extra functionality. The system
maintains a key invariant that the amount of traffic a sender can generate per unit time is limited by its bud-
get and the congestion price (Figure 20(a)). Co-existence of different styles and strategies of rate control is
ensured simply by maintaining this key invariant, allowing evolution.

To make economics-based congestion control [67, 68, 69] practical, our work extends past theoretical
work in three critical ways:

- FCP uses “pricing” as a pure abstraction and the key form of explicit feedback. In contrast, oth-
ers [67, 20, 69, 29] directly associate congestion control to the real-world pricing and modify existing
congestion control algorithms to support weighted proportional fairness.

- We address practical system design and resource management issues, such as dealing with relative
pricing, and show that FCP is efficient.

- Finally, unlike previous explicit rate feedback designs [38, 68], FCP accommodates high variability
and rapid shifts in workload, which is critical for flexibility and performance. This property of FCP
comes from a novel preloading feature that allows senders to commit the amount of resource it wants
to spend ahead of time.

A related research effort on transport protocols within XIA developed the RPT protocol for loss-
protection in content-aware networks [50]. The key contribution is the concept of Redundant Transmission
where data is sent is multiple times. This is done in such a way the redundancy is exposed to the content-aware
network, so it can optimize the transmission. RPT was developed within the context of the XIA project but
since it was funded through a separate NSF award, we refer to the paper for details.
3.3 Secure Third-Party Services

The XIA team explored protocols and mechanisms for enabling trusted third party computations. This research was conducted by Bruno Vavala, Nuno Neves, and Peter Steenkiste [113].

**Background** - XIA’s intrinsic security, in which a hash of data serves as its identifier, enables trusted retrieval of static content, even from untrusted sources. However, it is unclear how to enable trust for the results of outsourced computations. This is especially an issue for computations involving a third party, in which some trusted service provider re-directs the client to an external entity, who then performs the computation. While clients can use the intrinsic security associated with SIDs to make sure they talk to the right service, this does not guarantee that the right computation is performed since the service may be compromised or may not be trusted by the client.

Previous work on verifying outsourced computations does not scale, as most treat the entire computation as one monolithic unit. It is sometimes also not applicable to general purpose computational tasks. In this work, we aim to identify a protocol for verifying outsourced general computations with runtime independent of the computation size.

**Approach & Findings** - Our approach leverages existing work on trusted platform modules (TPMs). Namely, we assume the third-party provider exposes a trusted computing component (TCC), consisting of the CPU, the TPM, the LPC bus, the memory available to the program, the communication bus with the memory. We assume adversaries can take control of the third party and can use the TCC, but cannot compromise it. To enable efficient verification of computation results, we split computations into multiple individual pieces, called PALs, via existing program partitioning techniques. We then describe a tamper-evident and efficient chain of trust among the PALs that makes per-PAL verification overhead on the client negligible.

Efficiency is achieved by carefully considering the different contributors to overall verification cost and devising optimizations for them. For example, compared to a naive scheme that verifies each PAL independently, interactions and communication load can be avoided by combining data hashing and message batching. The first reduces the amount of information delivered to the verifier for a single PAL execution. The output of an intermediate PAL can be replaced with its (typically) smaller measurement (i.e., hash). The second decreases the interactions between the verifier and the UTP, by piling the verification information into the final message. Figure 21 shows the naive approach, successive modifications made to improve its efficiency, and the end result (denoted skSS).

Our evaluation based on a prototype implementation uses a service we built that applies filters to transform input images. Our results shows that our final protocol is efficient. Specifically, we find that the skSS
3.4 Exploring the Hidden Costs of HTTPS

One of XIA’s fundamental goals is a more secure Internet. HTTPS is a common security technique used in today’s Internet so we study it to better understand tradeoffs in securing data transfers. This work is being done by David Naylor and Peter Steenkiste at CMU in collaboration with Telefonica Research.

**Background** - HTTP is on the verge of a new milestone: the standardization of HTTP 2.0 [59] is slated for the end of 2014. In some discussions, TLS is considered to be the default transport layer, mirroring a fundamental design decision of SPDY [111], which was used as a starting point for HTTP 2.0. Given users’ growing concerns about security and privacy on the Internet, adopting encryption by default in all HTTP communication sounds like a good idea. However, security always comes with costs; in this paper, we aim to categorize and quantify the cost of “S” in HTTPS.

Using three different datasets, captured in residential and cellular networks, as well as controlled experiments, we evaluate the cost of HTTPS in terms of (i) infrastructure/management cost, (ii) load time, (iii) data usage, (iv) battery life, and (v) loss of value-added in-network services.

**Initial Results** - The analysis of the dataset led to the following observations:

1. HTTPS accounts for 50% of all HTTP connections and is no longer used solely for small objects (Figure 22. The stunning increase in adoption suggests the cost of deployment for services is manageable.

2. Most users are unlikely to notice significant jumps in data usage due to loss of compression (about 2MB/day), but ISPs stand to see a large increase in upstream traffic due to loss of caching (about 10TB/day for the cellular provider we studied).
3. The extra latency introduced by HTTPS is not negligible, especially on 3G, where the extra latency is larger than 500ms for about 90% of websites and 25% of pages suffer an increase of at least 1.2 s (i.e., a inflation factor larger than 1.5x). On fiber, the extra latency is smaller; still, for 40%, HTTPS adds more than 500ms (1.3x). (Figure 23.)

4. HTTP proxies can both help and harm users’ battery life. In one experiment we saw a proxy increase energy consumption by nearly 50% in some cases and decrease energy consumption by roughly 30% in others.

5. Though difficult to quantify, the loss of in-network services is potentially substantial; some of that functionality could be equally well performed on the client, while others may require a total rethink, like non-stealth DDoS-detection.

3.5 The Internet at the Speed of Light

PI Maggs has been investigating how a future Internet Architecture could provide intrinsic support for low-latency networking. In particular, Maggs has argued that while improvements in network performance have traditionally focused on increasing bandwidth while latency has been neglected, many interactive applications would be enabled if the Internet could transport data from point to point at close to the speed of light.

**Approach** - An initial study conducted by Maggs and his collaborators [106] determined that today’s Internet operates much more slowly than the speed of light. For example, Figure 24 shows the inflation over speed-of-light latency when downloading a random sample of the Alexa 500 most popular Web sites from a variety of PlanetLab nodes. The median inflation factor is 34. The study found that a factor of about 4 in the slowdown can be attributed to the physical infrastructure (e.g., long fiber paths), while a factor of about 9 can be attributed to inefficiencies in network protocols (e.g., gratuitous round trips).

**Findings** - This work suggests several requirements for future Internet architectures. First, eliminating round-trips from existing network protocols such as TCP and TLS is essential to reducing latency. Because “handshakes” serve in part to deter address spoofing, e.g., in protocols like TCP, alternate mechanisms will have to be put in place to authenticate hosts. The latency incurred by DNS may be reduced by deploying DNS resolvers much more widely and perhaps by introducing new protocols for sharing cached results, by combining DNS with other protocols such as TCP, or perhaps by introducing Information-Centric Networking-like primitives, such as CIDs, can provide direct support for routing requests to content or services. Second, protocols may have to be developed that ensure that packets follow the shortest-latency
paths. To carry the small, but valuable, fraction of network traffic that requires minimum latency, it may be necessary to deploy a parallel low-latency-but-low-bandwidth physical infrastructure.

3.6 Supporting evolvable routing protocols

We explored mechanisms for enabling evolvability in the Internet’s control plane. This work is being performed by David Tran-Lam and Aditya Akella (Wisconsin), and Raja Sambasivan and Peter Steenkiste (CMU).

**Background** - The ability to route traffic across Network domains is one of the fundamental building blocks of the Internet. As such, a significant impediment to the Internet’s evolvability is the extremely slow rate at which newly introduced routing features or capabilities can be utilized. This slow pace has for example depressed significant opportunities [120, 95] for custom, value-added routing services. Difficulty of utilizing new features has also depressed attempts to change the Internet’s baseline protocol for connectivity, BGP, despite known significant flaws (i.e., lack of security or conflating connectivity with traffic engineering).

The difficulty of using new features results from the fact that, typically, all domains involved in routing packets along a path must support or understand a new feature before it can be used. For example, a domain might introduce a new feature called source-driven path selection that exposes all of its path options to a destination to sources. However, this feature cannot be used by sources unless intermediary domains also expose these alternate paths or an explicit application-level protocol is used to communicate this information. One of the goals of this work is to create architectural support for exposing new features to sources, even when intermediary domains do not understand or have support for them.

**Evolvability scenarios** - To help focus this work, we have identified a set of *evolvability scenarios*, corresponding to the key reasons why ASes may wish to add new features. Each scenario entails different challenges and lends itself to different approaches. Figure 25 illustrates the different scenarios.

**Scenario 1: Adding new functionality to a baseline protocol**: Entities involved in routing have a vested interest in periodically updating BGP with new features. The expectation is that all domains will eventually use these features. Past examples include migrating from BGPv3 to BGPv4, which involved adding classless advertisements, and current efforts to migrate to S-BGP [70], which involves adding authenticated routing advertisements. Though we cannot predict the future, additional updates to BGP could include QoS metrics [84], inter-domain extensions to MPLS [16], and richer interfaces to support content.

**Scenario 2: Single domains that wish to expose custom services**: Transit providers or other domains
may wish to provide custom value-added services to sources, for which they can charge extra. Examples may include “alternate paths as a service” [120, 95] (i.e., allowing sources to choose alternate paths to a destination) or “denial of service resiliency as a service” (i.e., allowing destinations to turn off or limit traffic destined to them).

Scenario 3: Coordinated domains that wish to expose custom Services: This scenario is similar to the single AS case described above, except that a set of domains may wish to coordinate to expose a new service, requiring that traffic be routed among them. One example may be a content-caching service that relies on content requests to be routed among paths that include many content-caching domains.

We decided to initially focus on the first scenario.

Results for Scenario 1 - We are initially focusing on approaches for evolving the Internet’s baseline protocol (Scenario 1). Since the goal is to add new features that all domains will eventually use, this scenario is best served by an in-band approach, in which the mechanism used to transmit the baseline protocol itself provides support for evolvability. In contrast, only a fraction of domains may be involved in a given custom service, so Scenarios 2 and 3 may be best served by out-of-band approaches that communicate new features via an independent protocol.

Our in-band approach uses three key elements that combined allow domains to “pass-through” functionality they do not support. The first element is a common language that allows domains to describe what capabilities or features they expect other upstream domains should support when using a given route. The same route can be tagged with multiple capabilities, corresponding to acceptable alternates if the original desired capability is not supported. The second element is a common language import/export module implemented within an AS’s centralized controller, which decides which routes the AS can use. A domain must choose routes tagged with a supported capability, but can pass-through any additional, non-supported capability associated with that route. The third element is common language data-plane support which is used to specify how to associate packets to be forwarded with a specific route (e.g., forwarding entry).

Figure 26 provides an example of how these elements combine to enable source-driven path selection. The figure shows a sample topology in which red (dark grey) domains have a new feature that allows them to expose all path options to neighbors from their border routers, allowing source-driven path selection. Blue (light grey) nodes do not support this feature and can only expose one path per border router. With
our approach, domains use a common language to advertise paths (Step 1). This language allows them to express which features must be used with which paths. It also allows them to express alternate features that can be used. The set of features that can be used may depend on what support the router advertising that path has. In this case, the destination domain has two border routers and the rightmost one supports both source-driven path selection and prefix-based-path selection. The leftmost one only supports source-driven-path selection.

Common language advertisements are interpreted by each domain’s SDN-based routing application (step 2). Controllers can only advertise path(s) that are tagged with the functionality they support and want to use, but can “pass-through” features associated with this path even if they do not support them. This pass-through functionality allows domain 4, which does not support source-driven path selection, to propagate that feature, enabling the source to use it. Finally, the source selects which features it wants to use (step 3). This selection must be enforced by the data-plane during packet forwarding. Note that the feature is enabled despite the existence of an intermediate AS that does not support this feature.
4 Building an XIA Network

Implementing networks based on the XIA architecture involves a number of challenges. These include high speed packet forwarding based on flat identifiers and very large forwarding tables, implementing XIA in a production OS, and making XIA’s functionality available to applications and users.

5 XIA Prototype: Design and Evaluation

The XIA prototype was developed with significant contributions from David Naylor, Matt Mukerjee, Suk-Bok Lee, and Dan Barrett.

5.1 Background and Goals

The development of a system as complex as a network must consider many factors, including implementation complexity and cost. For this reason, building a prototype XIA network is an important part of the project. The development of the XIA prototype network has the following goals:

- Evaluate the performance of key components of the XIA architecture. Some initial results are presented below.
- Provide a foundation for prototyping and evaluating networking research that builds on XIA, e.g. XIA-based transport protocols, mobility services, content optimizations, etc.
- Provide a platform for application development that will help define appropriate interfaces for using XIA based networks and for evaluating the value of XIA to end-users.
- Provide a platform that can be used for course projects at the graduate and undergraduate level.
- Form of the basis for collaboration with other research groups.

We developed a click-based prototype of the XIA forwarding engine and used it in evaluating the performance of packet forwarding functions using the packetshader platform.

Figure 27: XIA forwarding engine prototype
5.2 XIA forwarding engine

We first prototyped the XIA forwarding engine using the Click modular router. Our prototype of the XIA forwarding engine consists of 4400 SLOC of C/C++ excluding the original Click code. A high-level design of the prototype is shown in Figure 27.

The prototyped XIA forwarding engine performs all the functions identified in Figure 2; it performs forwarding and per-hop processing for ADs, HIDs, CIDs, and SIDs. DAG processing is the core part of the forwarding engine. We implemented the DAG processing logic in the Click configuration file, and each element performs simple task such as looking up an XID in the table, classifying the principal type, and choosing fallback XIDs. It also includes support for content caching, i.e. can store chunks and serve chunks in response to XIA packets that use a CID as their intent destination (final node in the DAG).

The prototype uses the Click network interface, so it can run both as an overlay over IP, or it can run natively over Ethernet. XIA-enabled end hosts can invoke Click-based XIA network service by making an RPC, which uses TCP to connect to the XIA router, as is shown in the figure in the top left corner. We have also implemented a simple end-to-end web browsing scenario on top of XIA routers.

5.3 Performance of XIP Packet Forwarding

We believe that XIA forwarding can benefit considerably from recent trends in emerging programmable software routers. The programmability would help to quickly enhance routers with support for new principal types, or replace principal-specific forwarding algorithms with better algorithms. The recently developed Routebricks platform is a software router architecture using multicore systems that can forward IPv4 packets at the rate of 35 Gbps and is fully programmable. PacketShader uses GPUs for forwarding 64B IPv4 packets at 39 Gbps on a single commodity PC. However, there are fundamental differences between XIA packet forwarding and simple IPv4 forwarding. The per-hop processing of XIA is more complex than that of IP, which raises obvious concerns about the performance of routers, especially in scenarios using more complex DAGs for addressing. Despite those concerns, our evaluation of XIP packet forwarding, summarized below, shows that an XIP router can achieve comparable performance to IP routers and that well-known optimizations, such as parallel processing and fast-path evaluation, also apply to XIP.

To measure the packet processing speed, we set up a software router and a packet generator to exploit packet-level parallelism by leveraging their NIC’s receiver-side-scaling (RSS) function to distribute IP and XIP packets to multiple CPU cores. More details on the set up can be found in [51]. We use the Click-based forwarding engine implementation described above, and PacketShader’s I/O Engine (NIC driver and library) [54] for sending and receiving packets to and from the NICs. We used a forwarding table of 351K AD entries based on a Route Views RIB snapshot of Jan 1, 2011.

Figure 28 shows the throughput in Gbps as a function of packet size for multiple forwarding options. The FBx curves correspond to the case where x fallbacks had to be considered to forward the packet, e.g. FB0 corresponds to the basecase that only the intent identifier had to be considered. The VIA curve represents the case where an intermediate node in the DAG has been reached, so the router must also update the last-visited node field in the packet header.

For large packets, forwarding is limited by I/O bandwidth, and therefore XIA and IP show little performance difference. For small packets of 192 bytes, XIA’s FB0 performance (in pps) is only 9% lower than IP. As more fallbacks are evaluated, performance degrades further but is still comparable to that of IPv4. For example, FB3 is 26% slower than IP). XIP’s goodput is lower than IPv4’s [51] due to XIA’s large header size. In cases where the goodput is important, header compression techniques may be an effective solution. Also, by processing multiple packets concurrently, parallel packet processing can speed up XIP forwarding. In XIA, AD and HID packet processing resembles IP processing in terms of data dependencies; the forwarding path contains no per-packet state changes at all. In addition, the AD and HID lookup tables are the only
shared, global data structure, and like IP forwarding tables, their update rate is relatively infrequent (once a second or so). This makes it relatively straightforward to process packets destined for ADs and HIDs in parallel. CID and SID packet processing can similarly be parallelized.

XIP design can also use fast-path processing to speed commonly observed addresses—either as an optimization to reduce average power consumption, or to construct low cost routers that do not require the robust, worst-case performance of backbone routers. In our prototype we added a per-thread look-aside cache that keeps a collision-resistant fingerprint of the destination DAG address and the forwarding result (the output port and the new last-node value). When a packet’s destination address matches an entry in the cache, the router simply takes the cached result and skips all other destination lookup processing. Otherwise, the router pushes the packet into the original slow-path processing path. Since the processing cost of this fast path does not depend on the address used, this performance optimization may also help conceal the impact of packet processing time variability caused by differences in DAG complexity.

Figure 29(a) shows the result with and without this fast-path processing for packet size of 192 bytes and a per-thread cache with 1024 entries. Without the fast-path, the performance degrades by 19% from FB0 to FB3. However, with fast-path this difference is only 7%. With a marginal performance gain of IP fast-path,
the gap between FB3 and IP fast-path is reduced to 10%.

Since the fast-path optimizations do not improve worst-case performance (which is often critical for high-speed routers that must forward at line speed), we used micro-benchmarks to estimate the performance that might be possible if using specialized hardware for XIP. Since route lookup time, which dominates [51], increases as more fallbacks are needed, we evaluate the benefit of preceeding the fallbacks with the DAG in parallel so that the performance gap between no fallback and 3 fallbacks can be eliminated.

Figure 29(b) shows a comparison between serial and four-way parallel lookup costs without the fast-path processing in our software router prototype. We observe that with intra-packet parallelism, the lookup cost for all four FBx cases. We deliberately exclude the I/O and synchronization cost in the parallel lookup since the overhead of such intra-packet parallelism is high in our current software implementation. However, we believe that such parallel processing overhead will be minimal in hardware router implementations or highly-parallel SIMD systems such as GPU-based software routers.

5.4 Fast Flat Table Lookup

This research was performed by Hyeontaek Lim, Bin Fan, Dong Zhou, and Anuj Kalia, CMU Ph.D. students supervised by David Andersen. Some of the research was done in collaboration with Dr. Michael Kaminsky (Intel Labs).

Background and Goals - One of the challenges of the XIA project is to be able to forward packets at high rates based on large flat addresses. Forwarding tables can be very large, especially in some of the more radical designs for handling, e.g., CID. While we reiterate that the goal of XIA is not to solve these problems perfectly—but instead to provide a framework in which the best solutions can take over in an evolutionary manner—progress and reasonable prototypes are critical for evaluating whether XIA is likely to be able to support such designs in the future. Therefore, one of our research efforts has been directed at exploring questions surrounding the “what-if” scenarios of large flat addresses: Is it worth exploring designs that require certain large sizes of forwarding tables? Can we reasonably expect future switches and routers to be able to support those designs, were they to become important and popular? Ultimately, solutions will combine a number of techniques, include improved storage and processing technology, lookup algorithms, and cache management strategies.

Within exact lookup, we have developed highly memory-efficient hash table implementations based upon novel data structures of our own design, and using our extensions to Cuckoo hashing. Next, we applied these algorithms to create a highly memory-efficient, Flash-based datastore for small key-value pairs in which the key is a flat, cryptographic identifier such as the SHA hashes used in XIA to identify hosts and contents. The “storage” aspects of this work were presented at SOSP 2011 by Ph.D. student Hyeontaek Lim [80]. Our work in this area also includes two different algorithms that work well together: A compact “trie-based” approach that can locate key-value pairs on external storage (Flash, etc.) using less than 1 byte of RAM, and a memory-efficient, high-performance in-memory map based upon Cuckoo hashing [79].

Ph.D. student Bin Fan has also taken the cuckoo hashing ideas on their own and implemented a faster, more memory-efficient variant of the popular “memcached” in-memory cache; this work was published at NSDI 2013 [42]. This work forms the initial foundation for a high-performance DRAM-based content cache for XIA CID routers. From an algorithmic standpoint, the core contribution of this work was the development of a multiple-reader, single-writer high speed version of cuckoo hashing. In general, this data structure is suitable for extremely high-throughput, parallel accesses to a large, efficiently packed table of items such as cache entries or forwarding table entries. We have been able to scale this data structure to handle up to one million updates per second while simultaneously answering hundreds of millions of read queries per second.

Approach and Findings - We improved the performance of our Cuckoo-hashing data structures beyond the level described in the NSDI paper, and specialized it for ethernet-style forwarding table lookups. We
Figure 30: CuckooSwitch 64-byte packet forwarding throughput w/ different lookup tables. The CuckooSwitch design saturates the forwarding hardware regardless of table size, and requires less DRAM to do so. (Throughput is limited in this example by the NIC cards’ PCI bandwidth.)

have combined it with an advanced software router infrastructure, Intel’s “Data Plane Development Kit” (or DPDK), to create a best-in-breed commodity computer-based Ethernet switch that can saturate 80 gigabits per second from a lookup table of one billion entries using 192 byte packets. This work was published at CoNext in December 2013 [125].

We further generalized these tables for write-heavy workloads, work described at EuroSys 2014 [78]. As a result, we now understand not only how to construct huge forwarding tables for flat-addressed networks, but also that those designs can be effectively extended to designs that require extremely fast updates, such as might be required in fine-grained mobility or per-flow state updates. One figure from our result in shown in Figure 30: our CuckooSwitch design is capable of maintaining full forwarding throughput even up to 1 billion forwarding table entries; the best other hash tables are both slower and run out of memory at 512M entries.

We also began preliminary efforts to extend this work to even larger—scalable cluster switches. The question we sought to explore was whether a sufficiently large cluster would be able to efficiently route to trillions of flat addresses, such as might be required for a hypothetical XIA-based design that provided global service routing [44]. (It bears emphasizing that we do not necessarily believe doing so is a good idea – this exercise is designed to understand what is feasible). We recently extended this research to a full cluster switch architecture that can effectively scale up to 16-32 switch nodes, supporting over a terabit of forwarding capacity.

5.5 Exploration of Hardware Environments

Along a different dimension, we wanted to understand how concepts such as XIA’s addressing and extensibility might apply in certain hardware-dictated environments.

**Background and Approach** - Our research on implementing XIA has so far focused on traditional software protocol stacks. Some implementations are however pushed towards leveraging significant hardware support for performance reasons. We selected two example environments: the LTE-to-IP gateways used in 4G cellular networks, and the RDMA-capable hardware now becoming increasingly popular in modern datacenters. To a certain degree, this effort is a (carefully selected) “fishing expedition”, in which our goal is to begin exploring an unfamiliar corner of the network as a way of discovering and challenging hidden assumptions built into XIA.

**Findings** - On the RDMA front, we have made good progress in understanding the capabilities and opportunities afforded by RDMA hardware, with a paper published at SIGCOMM’14 [63]. This work
builds on a careful measurement study of the throughput and latency that can be achieved by combinations of the communication methods available in RDMA hardware, and demonstrates the effectiveness of the study by constructing a best-in-class RDMA-based key-value store. With this study under our belt, we are just now beginning to explore questions such as the role of RDMA in future network architectures, both as a target (i.e., can XIA addresses be extended to make RDMA easier, or to work across the wide-area?), and as an enabler (i.e., can RDMA support be used in conjunction with new network architectures to achieve better throughput or scalability?).

On the LTE cellular front, we are beginning to extend our work on high-performance cluster switches to the IP gateways used in LTE cellular, in conjunction with researchers from Intel. Because these gateways maintain state on a per-connection basis, they require large flat tables, and we believe that gaining expertise with this increasingly important network edge architecture will enhance our ability to evaluate XIA and other network architectures. This work is underway, with one Ph.D. student from CMU (Dong Zhou) spending four months at Intel Research in Oregon to begin this line of work.

Finally, in the process of developing large, flat lookup tables, we incidentally developed an improved “Bloom filter”-like data structure, a function that has been widely used in networking applications. For inexact matching and caching, we have developed a new cuckoo-hashing based algorithm that we call Cuckoo Filters. These filters operate much like traditional Bloom filters providing set membership tests: If an object O is in set S, the test will always return true. However, if the object is not in the set, the filter may sometimes incorrectly return true (a false positive). Our Cuckoo Filters are substantially more memory efficient than Bloom filters are when the desired false positive rate is low (1% or less). We further increase their memory efficiency by ordering the entries in a particular way through the cuckoo filter so that they can be compressed. We have collaborated with domain expert Michael Mitzenmacher to finish the development and analysis of this data structure, and it has been accepted for publication at CoNext in December 2014 [43]. While this result was not one of our goals at the outset, we believe that its improved memory efficiency may also have bearing on many of the “large scale” aspects of FIA projects—for example, Bloom filters have been proposed as mechanisms for supporting name lookup and gossip in Named Data Networking and as one way of supporting mobility in earlier designs from the Mobility First team.

![Figure 31: Throughput for different address formats.](image-url)
5.6 Fast Forwarding for FIAs

We continued our efforts to answer questions surrounding the performance of practical implementation paths for both XIA and other FIA designs (specifically NDN). Building upon our results using Intel’s high-performance Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) as a foundation for implementing software forwarding for XIA and other next-generation, flat table designs, we have extended our efforts towards other commodity implementation technologies. This research was performed with CMU Ph.D students Hyeontaek Lim, Bin Fan, Dong Zhou, and Anuj Kalia and with collaborations with Dr. Michael Kaminsky (Intel Labs).

**Current progress** - We have completed our exploration of examining LTE cellular gateways, with Ph.D. student Dong Zhou having returned from Intel and having built a relationship with a software LTE gateway vendor. This work resulted in a submission to SIGCOMM’15 (under submission as of this writing). The results were positive: In this context, the techniques we developed for scaling flat addressed XIA networks proved effective at improving the large, flat NAT tables used in LTE gateways. They reduced memory overhead by a large amount, and improved packet forwarding performance by over 20%. We believe these results will have application both in today’s networks, but also in creating scalable and high performance gateways to connect, e.g., FIA network designs back to the core Internet, for which NAT or NAT-like techniques are typically useful. (For example, while XIA’s 4ID can be used to tunnel XIA packets between XIA “islands” on the IPv4 Internet, NAT-like techniques are needed to connect XIA-only hosts to IPV4-only hosts. Similar restrictions apply to most other FIA projects.)

Several FIA groups have been exploring the application of GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) to packet forwarding in their architectures. For example, a group from Tsinghua and the University of Science and Technology of China implemented NDN-style name lookup on the GPU in work published in NSDI’13 [116]. Strong claims have been made about the ability of GPUs to speed up forwarding in NDN [107], IPv6 [53], as well as non-architectural uses such as intrusion detection systems[61]. In our work to appear at NSDI’15, Ph.D. student Anuj Kalia demonstrates that most of these gains are not due to the use of the computational hardware in a GPU, but rather, because the GPU provides hardware-assisted thread switching that can mask DRAM lookup latency [64]. By providing a thin wrapper around software-based latency hiding techniques, Kalia’s work demonstrates how to achieve similar and often better performance using the CPU alone. This work has important implications for x86-based implementation of all FIA designs, and is accompanied by a software release that facilitates creating high-performance artifacts for further experimentation. It also suggests that the GPU is not, at present, an interesting middle ground for many FIA projects, including XIA—designs are likely to benefit from skipping directly to FPGA implementation if the performance of an x86-based router prototype is insufficient.

Figure 31 compares the throughput for different address formats. Full system throughput with increasing total CPU cores, N. For the GPU, N includes the master core (throughput is zero when N = 1 as there are no worker cores). The x-axis label is the same for all graphs. Without our software optimization, GPUs appear beneficial for several forwarding designs for both hierarchical lookups (IPv4, IPv6), flat lookups (l2switch), and hierarchical name-based lookups (NDN). With the g-opt transformation, however, CPU-based forwarding can match the throughput of GPU-based forwarding, without the additional hardware cost and code complexity.

**Future work** - Based upon our experience, we plan to next switch our XIA prototype router’s data plane to use the DPDK and the advanced forwarding designs we have created, as a part of deploying a cost-effective but sufficiently performant testbed.

5.7 A Native XIA Stack

The XIA group at Boston University has realized a Linux implementation of the core XIA network architecture and has now progressed into exploration of other architectures onto Linux XIA. The primary
Figure 32: The XIA Linux Network Stack

The goal of this effort is fourfold: to streamline upcoming network deployments of XIA, to provide a concrete demonstration of XIA’s capability to evolve and import novel architectural functionality created by others, to facilitate other network researchers to conduct architectural evaluations enabled by the existence of Linux XIA, and to reach beyond network researchers to other potential early adopters of XIA. The centerpiece of this activity is the growing open-source implementation, publicly available on Github at https://github.com/AltraMayor/XIA-for-Linux. This effort has been spearheaded by graduated Ph.D. student (now XIA post-doctoral researcher) Michel Machado and PI John Byers. Other team members contributing to the effort include Cody Doucette, and B.U. undergraduate Alexander Breen.

**Background** - While we provide more detail on the status of the Linux XIA implementation and our proposed research next, the brief synopsis is that the current implementation provides a full implementation and integration of the BSD socket interface running with XIP as the internetwork layer protocol, as well as forwarding and routing support for host, content, and autonomous domain principals (HIDs, CIDs, and ADs respectively), and basic UDP-style transport furnished by the XDP transport layer protocol. In addition, implementations of the various X4ID principals to provide backwards compatibility with IPv4 legacy networks were implemented, tested, and evaluated. A depiction of the architecture is provided in Figure 32. On top of this foundation participants at Boston University worked towards realization of other network architectures as principals within the XIA framework. As described in Michel Machado’s Ph.D. thesis [82], the team ported the Linux implementation of the Serval service-centric architecture to XIA, and produced white paper ports of the NDN architecture, as well as the MobilityFirst architecture, and the ANTS active network protocol.

**Approach and Findings** - The native implementation of XIA for Linux’s kernel has a realization of core principal types AD, HID, and XDP (a UDP-like protocol), and a simple version of NWP (our replacement for ARP (the Address Resolution Protocol). In addition, a large set of new principals have been added to accommodate the various ports of alien architectures. These include a realization of service IDs following the Serval design, which also necessitated principal types for Serval flow IDs and a new longest prefix match (LPM) principal to realize hierarchical routing. To realize legacy IP compatibility, a set of four X4ID principals were introduced, and reuse of the interoperable LPM principal type was also integrated into the design.

The current codebase sports state-of-the-art technologies such as LXC (a lightweight form of virtualization), and RCU (a lockless synchronization mechanism), as well as innovation with XIA principals
implemented as loadable kernel modules (LKMs). To the best of our knowledge, Linux XIA is the first network stack whose binary image that can be extended or reduced, on-the-fly, according to the needs of network administrators. The development process follows a bottom-up approach that we hope will allow us to make sure that XIA meets or exceeds all hardware and operational demands asked from a production-level network stack.

The knowledge and experience accumulated in Linux’s IPv4 and IPv6 stacks are being considered in our design not only at the code level, but also at code structure and design level. For example, we have adopted Linux’s DST abstraction (a cache of routing decisions), and the shortcomings of ARP for XIP have led us to the design a new protocol to map network addresses to hardware addresses, namely, Neighborhood Watch Protocol (NWP). Our experiences with re-designing XIP in conjunction with companion protocols IP and ARP have led us to a set of design alternatives, the best of which seem to offer a cleaner, more elegant, and potentially more evolvable functional decomposition that aligns with the XIA notion of extensible principal types. In addition to sound design, extensive performance evaluation of our data plane functionality was conducted and demonstrating that XIP forwarding in the Linux kernel is competitive with IP forwarding in the Linux kernel. A plot of IP vs. XIP forwarding throughput obtained by a 16-core Linux router in forwarding a representative workload to (a heavy-tailed distribution of) 40K destination addresses is depicted in Figure 33 (full details appear in Machado’s Ph.D. thesis).

Moving specifically to design and evaluation of new XIA principals spurred by an interest in demonstrating evolvability, the most significant effort was in porting the Serval architecture to XIA. Porting Serval to XIA derived many benefits: a realization of the service ID (SID) functionality in XIA, a demonstration of XIA’s capability to evolve, a deepening of our understanding on the role and scope of new principal types in XIA (as Serval most naturally decomposed into three principal types, not a single one). While space limitations preclude a full description here, Figure 34 demonstrates connection set-up in Serval XIA and conveys some of the intricacy of our design. As a final note, a key take-away finding from our port is that realizing Serval in XIA directly activates intrinsic security, cleanly remediating a key weakness in the original Serval/IP design.

5.8 Toward Comprehensive, Smart Session Management

The XIA team started to explore the design and added benefits of a session layer that allows users and applications to control the richer network control offered by future Internet architectures such as XIA. We refined
an earlier session-layer design, built a prototype, and devised new experimental methods for evaluating it. This research is being conducted by David Naylor, Matthew Mukerjee, and Peter Steenkiste.

**Background and Goals** - Originally, the Internet was based on a model in which stationary applications communicated end-to-end over a very simple core [104]. All functionality was implemented at the endpoints and applications were satisfied with only the reliable bit pipe provided by TCP. As a result, most network communication sessions were simple TCP connections. The reality today is entirely different. First, applications’ networking needs have become much more complex. For example, many applications desire mobility (e.g., ability to switch networks, transport connections), various in-path services (e.g., to process or translate documents), and authentication/security (e.g., to protect sensitive data). Second, future internet architectures such as XIA offer applications and users much more control over how their communication operations are executed (Section 1.8). Examples for XIA include choice of XIA type and DAG, path selection using Scion, and the network-supported servies and content retrieval.

To accommodate these needs, many of the features described above have been implemented as application-level libraries—for example, TLS libraries offer encryption and authentication. Also, the “knobs” for managing lower-level functionality implemented by the OS, like choosing among multiple NICs, were simply added to the existing socket interface for lack of a better place to put them. This approach leaves applications in nearly complete control over our network communication. This is undesirable for two reasons: First, many aspects of a session directly impact users, yet how much control (if any) the user has is left up to the application. Second, applications either do not have access to contextual information about the network and the device—like battery level or current cellular data usage—that could be used to configure “smarter” sessions, or they do not have an incentive to gather and use it.

The focus of this work is the design of a session manager that can configure rich sessions, with the following goals:

1. All parties (users, administrators, and applications) have control over the session.
2. Sessions should be configured “intelligently” based on relevant contextual information.
3. The session manager itself should be organized so as to be maintainable and extensible.

**Approach and Findings** - Figure 35 shows our new design for managing rich communication sessions.
The data path consists of a sequence of data path modules that implement specific pieces of functionality (e.g., encryption or a transport protocol). Each module encapsulates both data processing code (e.g., encrypt and decrypt) and control code to initialize internal state and potentially signal a remote counterpart module (e.g., TLS handshake). Data flows from one module to the next in an order determined at session setup time by the session manager (SM) based on input from all relevant parties combined with information about the status of the network and the device. A key difference with the original design is that the execution flow in the session manager is now necessarily mirror the data path flow, but is instead determined by any dependencies that may existing session configuration decisions.

The life of a session proceeds as follows:

1. The SM collects user, application, and administrator preferences as well as network and device context.
2. Based on the preferences and context, the SM selects a set of data path modules to use for the new session.
3. The SM finalizes the set of data path modules with the remote endpoint and then invokes each module’s initialization code.
4. The application endpoints begin exchanging data over the newly configured data path, using control functions as needed.
5. The SM monitors the context for changes, updating the data path appropriately.

Our design differs from today’s protocol stack in two important ways. First, generic functionality above the transport layer, which naturally fits in the “missing” session layer, is today implemented as application-level libraries. Instead, we have packaged this generic functionality as data path modules, which all implement uniform data and management interfaces, making them easier to “stack” for combined use in the same session. Second, we have separated management from the data path—each layer is no longer responsible for managing the layer beneath it. Since session management happens outside the application, it is easy to (1) use contextual information that the application does not have (or has no incentive to gather) to help configure the session and (2) take into account the preferences of users and administrators.
We have a prototype implementation of our session manager and of data path modules for compression and encryption; the next step is add features and port an existing application to run on top of our new protocol stack.
6 Secure Network Operations

Security is a major goal of the XIA project. Research activities include defining a security architecture for XIA, the Scion path selection protocols, source authentication and path validation, secure and accountable key infrastructures, and accountability delegation for packets.

6.1 Security Architecture

The definition of the XIA security architecture was led by David Andersen and Adrian Perrig.

6.1.1 Background and Goals

In contrast to today’s ad-hoc approach of securing individual components of the network, one of the goals of XIA is to constructively build security into our architecture as a well-defined, foundational property. As such, security (broadly defined) should be considered a key consideration throughout the design, starting on day 1. But this is not sufficient. Internet security involves many challenges, and addressing them one by one is not practical. Instead, we need a systematic approach that applies a coherent set of principles to all aspects of security. The security architecture described below does exactly this.

The development of this security architecture early on in the project has two major goals. First, we want to ensure that the key elements of the XIA architecture put us in a position to address all aspects of security, including not just traditional security properties such as identity authentication, reliability, and integrity, but also more user-oriented considerations such as transparency (as defined by the User group, users can learn what happens to their data as it traverses the network) and concerns about privacy. This is assessment is done at the conceptual level, in the sense that the XIA team is not a position to design, implement and evaluate security mechanisms for all possible security threats. Second, the security architecture will help us identify specific security questions to focus on throughout the XIA project.

6.1.2 Approach and Findings

The major questions tackled by the security group thus far are: (1) What is an appropriate meaning of “self-certifying” for the principals we are defining; (2) How do we ensure that the composition of components in XIA result in desirable high-level security properties; and (3) addressing the specific problem of availability and isolation, described in the following subsection.

One of the emerging security challenges in XIA is that “security”, loosely defined, is an emergent property. As a highly flexible, evolvable architecture, the behavior of the system depends not only on the core XIA architecture, but also upon numerous decisions about how principals are defined, what mechanisms operate on them, and other specific extensions that future designers choose. For example, the “core” XIA architecture does not define a specific way for routing packets to other hosts—one could choose a BGP-like mechanism, or use the SCION architecture described in the next section.

XIA has three high-level security goals:

- Support today’s Internet-style host-to-host communication with drastically improved security (SCION, next section);
- Provide even better security for the two classes of communication we identify as being important today: content retrieval and accessing services;
- Lay the groundwork for future extensions / principals to make good decisions regarding security and availability.
We consider five major security properties: Availability, Authenticity, Authentication and Accountability, Secrecy, and Trust management. Privacy is covered by secrecy of identity. XIA applies four design principles to achieve these properties:

- **Well-foundedness**: Identifiers and associations match the user’s intent;
- **Fault isolation**: Designs that reduce dependencies and insulate correctly functioning parts of the network from misbehaving parts;
- **Fine-grained control**: Allow users to clearly specify their intent, so that the network gains maximum flexibility to act to satisfy that intent;
- **Explicit chain of trust**: Allow users to understand the basis for trust and what assumptions underlie that trust.

The majority of our security work to date uses the first three principles in order to ensure correctness and high availability in the face of malicious or misbehaving components. We have worked through numerous cases of how to specify principals such as content or services to increase availability and provide confidence in the correct operation of the network. Consider the case of accessing a service as one representative example. In XIA, services are identified by the hash of a public key, where the service holds a copy of the corresponding private key.

**Network-level availability**

XIA enables the use of the SCION architecture to provide robust network-level connectivity to an individual node. SCION further can provide multiple paths from the client to that node, increasing robustness to path failures or DoS.

**Intrinsic integrity verification**

Because services are named by a public key, any client accessing the service can intrinsically verify that it is communicating with an appropriate instance of the service.

**Trustworthy service replication**

Services are identified in a manner distinct from the node(s) hosting the service. As a result, they can be replicated easily, either within a cluster or across the wide-area. Any authorized instance of the service can authenticate itself to the network (for reachability announcements) and to clients (for integrity).

**Easy client or server migration**

For mobile clients or to fail-over rapidly, XIA's self-certifying addressing makes it easy to re-bind an existing connection. When a client moves to a new network, for example, it retains its same host ID (the hash of the client node’s public key). It can thus communicate with the service to inform it of the client’s new location in the network, re-bind any existing connections, and seamlessly continue to communicate.

In the case of content, XIA can further increase availability by allowing trustworthy caching and retrieval of content by untrusted caches—clients can use these caches without fear, because they can verify that the resulting content hash matches what the client was trying to retrieve.

6.2 Scalable, Secure Path Selection

The SCION research was conducted by the Security group headed by PI Perrig. The Network, and Policy and Economics groups were involved in the discussion on implications for network forwarding and inter-ISP relations.

6.2.1 Background and Goals

Path selection in the current Internet is based on BGP. It has a number of well-known security problems and it gives users very control over the paths their traffic takes through the network. There have been a number of proposals, such as BGPsec, to secure BGP, but these approaches have a very narrow security goals and they do not address many of the shortcomings of BGP. In contrast, SCION takes a clean slate approach to path selection. The goal for SCION is to provide route control, failure isolation, and explicit trust information for end-to-end communications, in other words, the design of SCION is consistent with the security design principles driving the security architecture for XIA, as described in the previous section. SCION provides one mechanism for basic point-to-point communication in XIA. The hope is that SCION offers a very high level of availability that XIA can rely on.

6.2.2 Approach and Findings

SCION separates ASes into groups of independent routing sub-planes, called Trust Domains (TDs), which then interconnect to form complete routes. Trust domains provide natural isolation of routing failures and human misconfiguration, give endpoints strong control for both inbound and outbound traffic, provide meaningful and enforceable trust, and enable scalable routing updates with high path freshness. As a result, our architecture provides strong resilience and security properties as an intrinsic consequence of good design principles, avoiding piecemeal add-on protocols as security patches. Meanwhile, SCION only assumes that a few top-tier ISPs in the trust domain are trusted for providing reliable end-to-end communications, thus achieving a small Trusted Computing Base. Both our security analysis and evaluation results show that
SCION naturally prevents numerous attacks and provides a high level of resilience, scalability, control, and isolation.

Figure 36 presents the general trust domain architecture, depicting two trust domains as well as a sub-trust domain. Black nodes are Autonomous Domains in the Trusted Domain Core. Arrows indicate customer-provider relationships. Dashed lines indicate peering relationships. The top-tier ISPs within a trust domain form the TD Core, and they help manage the trust domain. This separation is highly useful for achieving security properties by isolating and excluding untrusted entities from the trust domain, and grouping entities that can agree on a uniform trust environment. We have worked out a complete basic architecture for SCION and have published our paper at IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy [124].

6.3 Light-weight Anonymity and Privacy

Given the importance of anonymous communication, we have explored architectural extensions that would enable highly efficient topological anonymity. This research was conducted by the PI Perrig and his students, in collaboration with Marco Gruteser from the Mobility First team. We published a joint paper called “LAP: Lightweight Anonymity and Privacy” at the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy in 2012 [57].

6.3.1 Background

Popular anonymous communication systems often require sending packets through a sequence of relays on dilated paths for strong anonymity protection. As a result, increased end-to-end latency renders such systems inadequate for the majority of Internet users who seek an intermediate level of anonymity protection while using latency-sensitive applications, such as Web applications. This paper serves to bridge the gap between communication systems that provide strong anonymity protection but with intolerable latency and non-anonymous communication systems by considering a new design space for the setting. More specifically, we explore how to achieve near-optimal latency while achieving an intermediate level of anonymity with a weaker yet practical adversary model (i.e., protecting an end-hosts identity and location from servers) such that users can choose between the level of anonymity and usability. We designed Lightweight Anonymity and Privacy (LAP), an efficient network-based solution featuring lightweight path establishment and stateless communication, by concealing an end-hosts topological location to enhance anonymity against remote tracking. To show practicality, we demonstrated that LAP can work on top of the current Internet and proposed future Internet architectures XIA / Scion and Mobility First.

6.3.2 Approach and Findings

As a result of this research, we were able to reduce the high communication latency with high in-network computation and storage state of current anonymous communication systems. Especially the high latency causes the Internet browsing experience to endure a significant slowdown. Anonymous communication would thus be more usable with reduced overhead. Indeed, we believe that many users can live with a relaxed attacker model, as they can trust their local ISPs but want protection from tracking by ISPs that are further away (potentially in other countries with different privacy laws) and from tracking by websites. Given such a weaker attacker model, we attempt to provide source and destination anonymous communication, session unlinkability, and location privacy at a very low overhead, barely more than non-anonymous communication.

In this framework, our approach is simple yet effective: by leveraging encrypted packet-carried forwarding state, ISPs that support our protocol can efficiently forward packets towards the destination, where each encrypted ISP-hop further camouflages the source or destination address or its location. Although encrypted packet-carried forwarding state is currently not supported in IP, we design simple extensions to IP that could enable this technology. In particular, our approach is especially applicable in future network architectures,
6.4 Source Authentication and Path Validation

Source authentication and path validation are fundamental network primitives to help mitigate network-based attacks, such as DDoS, address spoofing, and flow redirection attacks. Earlier work developed on a light-weight protocol that defends against such attacks [71]. Here we describe a formal validation of this protocol [123].

**Background** - Source authentication and path validation are fundamental network primitives to help mitigate network-based attacks, such as DDoS, address spoofing, and flow redirection attacks. Furthermore, path validation provides a way to enforce path compliance according to the policies of ISPs, enterprises, and datacenters. In particular, end-hosts and ISPs desire to validate service level agreement compliance regarding data delivery in the network: Did the packet truly originate from the claimed client? Did the client select a path that complies with the service providers policy? Did the packet indeed travel through the path selected by the client?

We proposed Origin and Path Trace (OPT) – a lightweight, scalable, and secure protocol for source authentication and path validation. OPT enables all the entities on a path to authenticate the origin and the content of the received packet, and to validate the path on which the packet traveled.

Although several protocols have been proposed to implement source authentication and path validation, they have not been formally analyzed for their security guarantees. We thus applied proof techniques for verifying cryptographic protocols (e.g., key exchange protocols) to analyzing network protocols.

**Approach and Findings** - To formally verify the security of OPT, we collaborated with Dr. Limin Jia, an expert in formal verification and security protocols. As a first step to verify OPT, we encode LS2, a program logic for reasoning about programs that execute in an adversarial environment, in Coq. We also encode protocol-specific data structures, predicates, and axioms. To analyze a source-routing protocol that uses chained MACs to provide origin and path validation, we construct Coq proofs to show that the protocol satisfies its desired properties. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formalize origin and path authenticity properties, and mechanize proofs that chained MACs can provide the desired authenticity properties.

Analyzing network protocols is far more complex than analyzing cryptographic protocols, as the analysis needs to consider arbitrary network topologies. Furthermore, the protocol programs as well as the properties are recursive, often bound by the size of the network. If we were to apply model checking tools for analyzing cryptographic protocols naively, we would have to fix the size of the network topology and limit ourselves to verifying properties specific to a set of topologies. It is unclear how to use these model checking tools to prove a general property that holds for all topologies. In some special cases, small-world theorems have been attempted for simpler ad hoc wireless protocols, where only a finite number of topologies need to be checked to conclude that a property holds on all topologies. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, general small-world theorems applicable to verifying path validation protocols do not exist. Therefore, model checking techniques cannot be immediately applied to proving properties of these protocols. As a first step towards understanding the formal aspects of these source authentication and path validation protocols, we manually construct proofs of general security properties that are independent of the network topology.

We analyze the OPT protocols that use chained Message Authentication Codes (MACs) to provide
source authentication and path validation for routers. These protocols have two phases: key setup and packet forwarding. We prove the secrecy and authenticity of keys of the key setup phase, and origin and path authenticity properties of the forwarding phase. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formalize origin and path authenticity properties of packet forwarding provided by chained MACs, and construct machine-checkable proofs of these properties.

Our main findings include:

- We encode LS2 and basic constructs for reasoning about cryptographic protocols in Coq.
- We formalize and construct machine-checkable proofs of the secrecy and authenticity properties of the key setup protocol.
- We formalize and construct machine-checkable proofs of the origin and path authenticity properties of the forwarding protocol.

6.5 Secure Public-Key Infrastructures

In this reporting period, we continued our research on creating secure public-key infrastructures. We published two papers [15, 110]

**Background -** In the current trust model of TLS PKI, a single compromised (or malicious) Certification Authority (CA) can issue a certificate for an arbitrary domain. Moreover, such bogus certificates can go unnoticed over long periods of time. This glaring vulnerability is widely recognized. In response, the research community has proposed different approaches to mitigate this problem. Recent proposals include Certificate Transparency (CT), which adds accountability by using log servers to make compromises visible, and the Accountable Key Infrastructure (AKI) that prevents attacks by using checks-and-balances to prevent a compromised CA from impersonating domains. Although such proposals provide good starting points and building blocks, they require many interacting features to be viable and thus are inherently highly complex. History has shown that humans will miss cases when considering the security of such complex systems. Moreover, they must satisfy efficiency requirements and fit with existing business models, as well as offer improved security. Finally, even advanced proposals such as CT and AKI are still incomplete and have been designed in an ad-hoc fashion, without a formal proof of correctness.

We now took the next step and get assurance of both completeness of features as well as correctness of the security claims, which can only be achieved by using a principled approach. We thus create the Attack Resilient Public-Key Infrastructure (ARPKI), the first co-designed model, verification, and implementation that provides accountability and security for public-key infrastructures. In contrast to other PKI proposals, ARPKI offers:

- substantially stronger security guarantees, by providing security against a strong adversary capable of compromising $n - 1$ entities at any time, where $n \geq 3$ is a system parameter that can be set depending on the desired level of security;

- formal machine-checked verification of its core security property using the Tamarin prover; and

- a complete proof-of-concept implementation that provides all the features required for deployment and demonstrates its efficient operation.

**Approach and Findings -** We propose ARPKI, a public-key infrastructure that ensures that certificate-related operations, such as certificate issuance, update, revocation, and validation, are transparent and accountable. ARPKI is the first such infrastructure that systematically takes into account requirements identified by previous research. Moreover, ARPKI is co-designed with a formal model, and we verify its core
security property using the Tamarin prover. We present a proof-of-concept implementation providing all features required for deployment. ARPKI efficiently handles the certification process with low overhead and without incurring additional latency to TLS. ARPKI offers extremely strong security guarantees, where compromising \( n - 1 \) trusted signing and verifying entities is insufficient to launch an impersonation attack. Moreover, it deters misbehavior as all its operations are publicly visible.

ARPKI achieves strong security guarantees using three entities for the certificate operation: two CAs and an Integrity Log Server (ILS). In particular, ARPKI’s CAs conduct active on-line confirmations with validator-like capabilities. Consequently, ARPKI prevents compromise attacks such that even when \( n - 1 \) trusted entities are compromised, the security guarantees still hold.

We briefly provide a high-level summary of the actors and their responsibilities in this scheme: a domain registers an ARPKI certificate (ARCert) for itself with the ARPKI infrastructure, and can afterwards use the resulting ARCert to securely serve webpages to clients. The CAs check the identity of the domain owner on registration and then sign and give guarantees for the presented certificate. Throughout the lifetime of the ARCert, the CAs are responsible for checking the logs for this ARCert and assuring the correct operation of other entities involved in creating the ARCert. To check the ILSs behavior, the CAs download all accepted requests from the ILSs and compare them to the published integrity trees. The ILSs keep a log of all ARCharts registered with them, in a publicly verifiable way, and provide proofs of existence for ARCharts that are then used by CAs and domains. The set of ILSs synchronizes with each other in a secure and accountable manner. Optionally there can be additional validators, that execute checks similar to those made by CAs, but without issuing ARCharts themselves.

We illustrate the process in Figure 37. We denote that entity \( E \) signed message \( M \) by \( \{M\}_{E}^{K_{E}^{-1}} \), and \( H(\cdot) \) stands for a cryptographic hash function. All signatures include timestamps and unique tags such that they cannot be mistaken for one another.

**ARCert generation** ARPKI supports trust agility, meaning that the domain owners can select their roots of trust and modify their trust decisions using extension parameters. A domain owner creates an ARPKI certificate (ARCert) by combining multiple standard certificates from trusted CAs. Note that in this step each CA checks the identity of the domain owner to authenticate domains correctly. We now consider the owner of domain \( A \) registering her domain.

**ARCert registration request (Steps 1–2)** In ARPKI, three designated entities are actively involved in monitoring each other’s operations. The core idea behind a \( \text{REGISTRATION REQUEST (REGREQ)} \) message is to let the domain owner explicitly designate the trusted entities, namely two CAs and one ILS (\( CA_1, CA_2, \) and \( ILS_1 \) in Figure 37). Solid numbered lines represent the message flows to register an ARCert, and dotted arrows represent optional flows. 10 and 11 represent a TLS connection after registration is complete.

ARPKI requires the domain owner to contact just one CA (\( CA_1 \)). The main responsibilities of \( CA_1 \) are to validate the correctness of the other two entities’ operations and act as a messenger between the domain
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**Figure 37: Basic communication flow of ARPKI.**
owner and $ILS_1$ and $CA_2$.

The domain owner also designates $ILS_1$ to ensure that $ARCert_A$ is synchronized among all ILSs. $CA_2$ mainly takes the validator’s role and ensures that $ILS_1$ as well as other ILSs operate accordingly, e.g., add $ARCert_A$ to their Integrity Trees as promised.

**ILS synchronization (Steps 3–6)** Ideally the same $ARCert_A$ should be publicly visible among all ILSs. However, synchronizing all ILSs may be inefficient, incurring significant time delay, and unrealistic. Instead, in ARPKI $ILS_1$ takes responsibility on behalf of the domain owner to synchronize $ARCert_A$ among at least a quorum of all existing ILSs. This ensures that only one $ARCert_A$ is registered for the domain $A$, and the majority of the world maintains a consistent certificate entry for the domain $A$ in order to prevent impersonation attacks.

**Registration confirmation (Steps 7–9)** When the majority of ILSs agree to add $ARCert_A$ to their public Integrity Trees, $ILS_1$ schedules domain $A$’s $ARCert$ to appear in its Integrity Tree during its next update (i.e., at the end of the current $ILS_{UP}$ time interval), which is stated and signed in an ACCEPTANCE CONFIRMATION (ACCEPT) message. $ILS_1$ then sends to $CA_2$ a REGISTRATION RESPONSE (REGRESP) message, which serves as a proof to $CA_2$ that $ILS_1$ (and a quorum of ILSs) indeed accepted domain $A$’s REGREQ.

$CA_2$ now takes the validator’s role to monitor and ensure that $ILS_1$ indeed made the majority of ILSs agree to accept $ARCert_A$ for their next update time. $CA_1$ also takes the validator’s role to monitor that $CA_2$ correctly monitors $ILS_1$.

**TLS connection (Steps 10–11)** The domain $A$ now has a confirmation message (ACCEPT) that is signed by three trusted entities, and upon receiving ACCEPT along with $ARCert_A$, clients can ensure that they are establishing a TLS connection with domain $A$.

Clients can validate an $ARCert$ against an ACCEPT message by verifying that the confirmation (1) is authentic, meaning the confirmation is signed by trusted entities, (2) has not expired, and (3) is correct.

### 6.6 DDOS Defense

We have worked on DDoS-resilient Internet architecture by leveraging SCION. One of the key high-level features of XIA is that it offers users more control over how communication operation are performed (Section 1.8). As emphasized in the XIA security architecture (presented at the PI meeting in Oakland [119]), having alternative ways of communicating improves availability. Leveraging Scion path selection, as presented here, is one example of this.

**Background -** DDoS attacks are still prevalent in the Internet today. In fact, a recent world-wide security survey [91] suggests that Botnet-driven DDoS attacks have become common as a low cost, high-profile form of cyber-protest. Both attack intensity and frequency have drastically accelerated: the largest reported attack size doubled every year, to more than 100 Gbps seen in recent attack against Spamhaus [19, 85]. The majority of network operators in the survey also ranked DDoS attacks as the biggest threat.

To address this problem, we designed a new DDoS-resilient Internet architecture named STRIDE [56] that isolates attack traffic through viable bandwidth allocation, preventing a botnet from crowding out legitimate flows. This new architecture presents several novel concepts including tree-based bandwidth allocation and long-term static paths with guaranteed bandwidth. In concert, these mechanisms provide domain-based bandwidth guarantees within a trust domain; each administrative domain in the trust domain can then internally split such guarantees among its endhosts to provide (1) connection establishment with high probability, and (2) precise bandwidth guarantees for established flows, regardless of the size or distribution of the botnet outside the source and the destination domains. Moreover, STRIDE maintains no per-flow state on backbone routers and requires no key establishment across administrative domains. We also demonstrate that STRIDE mitigates emerging DDoS threats such as Denial-of-Capability (DoC) [12] and Coremelt attacks [108] based on these properties that none of the existing DDoS defense mechanisms can achieve.
Approach and Findings - Our architecture is based on the following insights: (1) Bandwidth allocation is simple in a tree-based topology, as the available bandwidth can be split from the root down to each leaf; (2) with network capabilities encoded in packet-carried state and fixed bandwidth classes, routers can perform enforcement in a per-flow stateless fashion using probabilistic detection of the largest flows; (3) by combining a static long-term traffic class guaranteeing low bandwidth with a dynamically-allocated short-term traffic class guaranteeing high bandwidth, we can provide a variety of guarantees to both privately communicating endhosts and public servers. Figure 38 illustrates the steps for establishing a end-to-end bandwidth guaranteed channel: (1) bandwidth announcement along Path Construction Beacons (PCBs), (2) activation/allocation of a chosen bandwidth-guaranteed path, (3) confirmation of the activation request, and (4) end-to-end path establishment.

Even with our relatively simple operations, we can achieve protection against DDoS from large botnets. Figure 39 shows some simulation results performed with real datasets.

STRIDE’s bandwidth guarantees effectively isolate the bandwidth of attack traffic from that of legitimate traffic. As a consequence, in STRIDE, the effects of attacks are confined within the paths they follow regardless of whether attack sources flood a single path (or a link) or multiple paths simultaneously. We show this bandwidth isolation via large-scale simulations. For realistic simulations, we construct simulation topologies using a CAIDA SkitterMap [21], attach 10,000 legitimate sources to 200 ASes proportional to the AS size, and attach attack sources (hosts) to 100 ASes. Paths are probabilistically sampled from the SkitterMap to satisfy both the number of sources and the number of ASes. We increase the attack size from 10K to 100K to compare STRIDE bandwidth guarantees with those of a per-flow fair-sharing based mechanism. We consider a baseline case, labeled as “No Defense”, where packets are randomly dropped during congestion.

Figure 39(a) shows the bandwidth used by the legitimate flows that originate from clean ASes. Under “No Defense”, the legitimate flows obtain almost no bandwidth. DDoS attacks. When per-flow fair-sharing bandwidth control is employed, attack flows cannot completely exhaust the target’s link bandwidth, yet the attack effects grow linearly with the attack size.

Next, we increase the number of contaminated ASes by 10 up to 200 ASes. As one can imagine, the bandwidth of legitimate flows decreases as Figure 39(b) shows. However, the effects of attack dispersion are marginal (i.e., proportional to the number of attack ASes) because the dynamic channel bandwidth is proportional to the static channel bandwidth and the static channel bandwidth that can be used by attack traffic is limited by the number of attack ASes in STRIDE.
Effects of attack size

(a) Effects of attack size
(b) Effects of attack dispersion

Figure 39: STRIDE’s bandwidth guarantees to legitimate traffic under various DDoS scenarios.

6.7 Accountable Key Infrastructure

XIA relies on an explicit, trusted name to address translation mechanism. This is especially important in XIA since DAG-based address are based on cryptographic identifiers. We developed an accountable key infrastructure which proposes a new public-key validation infrastructure [72]. Public keys form the basis for both XIA HIDs and SIDs.

Background - Recent trends in public-key infrastructure research explore the tradeoff between decreased trust in Certificate Authorities (CAs), resilience against attacks, communication overhead (bandwidth and latency) for setting up an SSL/TLS connection, and availability with respect to verifiability of public key information. To further minimize latency, the web server can acquire validator information right after getting registration confirmation from Integrity Log Servers (ILSes). Then, the web server can staple validator information during the HTTPS connection setup. AKI integrates an architecture for key revocation of all entities (e.g., CAs, domains) with an architecture for accountability of all infrastructure parties through checks-and-balances. The parties involved for checks-and-balances include CAs, public log servers called Integrity Log Servers to make CAs behavior publicly visible, and Validators that monitor log servers. AKI efficiently handles common certification operations, and gracefully handles catastrophic events such as domain key loss or compromise. AKI would make progress towards a public-key validation infrastructure with key revocation that reduces trust in any single entity.

Approach and Findings - We provide a high-level overview of AKI with the following example.

Figure 40 depicts an overview of our AKI architecture. Alice owns domain A.com and wants to obtain an AKI-protected certificate, as she wants to protect herself against compromise of the CAs that signed her certificate and other rogue CAs, and protect her clients against compelled certificates. To define the security properties that she intends to achieve for her domain, Alice defines CAs and Internet Log Server (ILS) operators that she trusts, the minimum number of CA signatures that she recommends her clients for validation, and rules for certificate revocation, replacement, and updates. Alice includes these parameters with her public key and contacts more than the minimum number of trusted CAs (according to her security policy) to sign her certificate. She then registers the certificate with one or multiple ILSs. Each ILS adds A.com to its database, by placing it in the Integrity Tree. The ILS then re-computes hash values over all stored certificates for updated verification information. Alice now supplements her certificate with the verification information that she downloads from every ILS, and sends it to browsers that connect to her web site via HTTPS. For certificate validation, the browser uses the trusted root-CA certificates as in current practice, and uses the pre-installed ILS public key(s) on her browser to validate ILS information. Before trusting the ILS information received from Alice, the client browser occasionally checks with validators to confirm that the ILSs current root hash values are valid. To reduce latency, we also describe later how the
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2 that log domains certificates and make them publicly available
An important aspect of AKI is that all actions are digitally signed, such that any misbehavior can be demonstrated based on the entities signatures. Consequently, an accusation for misbehavior can be checked without trusting the accuser, ruling out slander attacks. Equivocation is an example for a misbehavior, where one party provides different answers to the same query – for example an ILS server who would create two different Integrity Trees in a given time period and uses either tree to respond to different entities. Since only the web server can staple validator information during the HTTPS connection setup.

Figure 40: AKI certificate registration process. This figure depicts A.com registering a certificate (signed by two CAs) to a single ILS, but the domain can acquire multiple certificates from multiple CAs and register to multiple ILSs. Dashed arrows represent occasional communications.

Figure 41: Checks and balances among AKI entities. In AKI, each entity monitors other entity for misbehavior detection and reports to other entities.
a single Integrity Tree can exist per ILS per time period, the demonstration of the two ILS-signed Integrity Trees demonstrates ILS misbehavior. The notion of checks-and-balances are illustrated in Figure 41.

7 Balancing Accountability and Privacy

Throughout the project’s lifetime, the role of a packet’s source address has been a recurring discussion topic. Here we explore how an architecture’s treatment of the source address enables a balance between accountability and privacy. This work was done by David Naylor, Matthew Mukerfee, and Peter Steenkiste and was published in SIGCOMM 2014 [90].

Background - Today’s Internet is caught in a tussle [27] between service providers, who want accountability, and users, who want privacy. At the network layer, mechanisms for providing one or the other often boil down to either strengthening or weakening source addresses. In an accountable Internet, source addresses undeniably link packets and senders so miscreants can be punished for bad behavior, so techniques like egress filtering and unicast reverse path forwarding (uRPF) checks aim to prevent spoofing. In a private Internet, senders hide source addresses as much as possible, so services like Tor work by masking the sender’s true source address.

We argue that striking a balance between accountability and privacy today is fundamentally difficult because the IP source address is used both to identify the sender (accountability) and as a return address (privacy). Given the freedom to redefine how source addresses are interpreted in XIA, we asked the question “What could we do if the accountability and return address roles were separated?” Our answer, the Accountable and Private Internet Protocol (APIP), does just that, creating an opportunity for a more flexible approach to balancing accountability and privacy in the network.

Approach - APIP separates accountability and return addresses (Figure 42). A dedicated accountability address allows us to address the limitations of an accountability-above-all-else approach like AIP by introducing delegated accountability. Rather than identifying the sender, a packet’s accountability address identifies an accountability delegate, a party who is willing to vouch for the packet. With accountability handled by delegates, senders are free to mask return addresses (e.g., by encrypting them end-to-end or using network address translation) without weakening accountability.

Figure 43 traces the life of a packet through APIP.

1. The **sender** sends a packet with an accountability address identifying its accountability delegate. If a return address is needed, it can be encrypted or otherwise masked.

2. The **sender** “briefs” its accountability delegate about the packet it just sent. We call this operation **brief()**.

3. A **verifier** (any on-path router or the receiver) can confirm with the accountability delegate that the packet is a valid packet from one of the delegate’s clients. Packets that are not vouched for are dropped. We call this operation **verify()**.
4. If the receiver determines that packets are part of a malicious flow, it uses the accountability address to report the flow to the accountability delegate, which stops verifying (effectively blocking) the flow and can pursue a longer term administrative or legal solution. We call this operation shutoff().

5. The receiver uses the return address in the request as the destination address in the response.

**Findings** - We evaluated the feasibility of delegated accountability using a trace of NetFlow data from CMU’s border routers containing ten million flows. Here we highlight two results about the cost of the brief() operation, which, since performed for every packet, is potentially high-overhead. First, briefing requires sending the delegate information about each packet a host sends. In our trace, briefs consume only an additional 2.5% of the original traffic volume, which was just under 10 Gbps; batching briefs in data structures like bloom filters could reduce this to 0.25%–0.5%. Second, the delegate must store the briefs it receives in preparation for verify()s and shutoff()s. Assuming a single delegate serves all hosts in our trace, it would need a maximum of 3GB of storage space to keep each brief for two minutes (likely longer than necessary).

Finally, we evaluated the privacy benefits of APIP. If a sender uses its source domain as a delegate, this depends on the size of that domain. Raghavan et. al. find that, if ISPs were to aggregate prefixes geographically, over half of the prefixes advertised by many popular last-mile ISPs would include more than 10 million IPs [100]. If a sender uses a third party delegate, the anonymity set grows the farther a packet travels from the source domain. To see how much, we use Route Views [1] data from January 1, 2014 to roughly estimate AS “fanout.” For each AS, we track how many customer networks sit beneath it in the AS hierarchy. Notably, 50% of ASes originating prefixes have at least 180 first-hop “siblings” and 90% have over 900 second-hop siblings.
The network traffic that users generate exposes possibly sensitive information about them to observers, such as who they communicate with (web sites or individuals) and what information they exchange. While protocols such as TLS make it relatively easy to encrypt content, hiding the actual data being exchanged, the network headers may expose the identity of the communicating parties. What is precisely visible to observers depends on the format of the network-layer header which is part of the network architecture. The goals of this research is to better understand the privacy concerns users have, understand the privacy implications of network architecture features, and to develop techniques to help users manage their privacy for different architectures. This research was led by Sara Kiesler and Laura Dabbish.

8.1 Privacy Button

The user group and core networking group are collaborating on an application that will users manage various privacy aspect of their network communication.

Internet users are faced with a number of privacy concerns. Some of these concern relate to the services that users access over the network, e.g. search engines and social networking sites; these concerns must be addressed using privacy controls that are specific to the service. Other concerns relate to the use of the network, e.g. confidentiality of the data or the identity of the communicating end points. These privacy threats tends to more difficult for users to understand and there is no support for systematically addressing
them. For example, users often rely on applications to maintain their privacy, but application support is uneven. Our aim in this project is to develop a practical means for users to maintain their privacy and anonymity throughout for a session by providing support at the level of the operating system, and therefore across many types of online activity. This project started as a course project in the Fall 2011 CS graduate networking course at CMU and is now led by David Naylor and Peter Kinnard, PhD students in the CS and HCI departments at CMU, advised by PIs Kiesler and Steenkiste.

We have designed a partial solution to maintaining privacy and anonymity in online communications. The idea is develop a user interface that gives users information about their current communication operations. For example, the interface can show whether traffic is encrypted or not and what ISPs are used for forwarding traffic. More importantly, the interface also also gives them controls over changing how communication is performed, allowing users to address specific privacy concerns. Figure 44 shows a possible user interface based on the basic prototype that was developed as part of the course project. For example, users can enable/disable encryption or enable onion routing solutions such at Tor. On architectures such as XIA, users can also avoid using certain principal types (such as CID) that reveal too much information. The application takes a new approach to privacy and security by moving control from the application (e.g., a web browser or email client) to the operating system, allowing users to manage their privacy at the session level rather than per-application. Finally, since some of these techniques involve additional extra overhead, we would like to give user an indication of the cost of enabling a specific technique, e.g. in terms of increased latency that might affect delay-sensitive applications.

While this is a simple idea, realizing it raises many challenges. A first question is where to best intercept the traffic, e.g. at the socket level or deeper in the stack, or possibly even as a proxy in the network. Another challenge is what techniques to use, how to incorporate them in the system, and how to deal with new failure modes that my be created. A final challenge is designing a user interface that is easy to use and interpret by users.
8.2 Leak Detector

We explored ways to communicate information about sensitive data leaked by users’ machines. This research is performed by PhD student Ruogu Kang and a group of undergraduate students, supervised by Sara Kiesler and Laura Dabbish.

**Background** - The leak detector, developed by David Naylor of the original XIA project, is a tool that extracts publicly visible and potentially personal information from a user’s traffic in real time. There is great potential to use this information not only to help users control what information is revealed over the network, but also to improve the accuracy of users perceptions of anonymity and privacy. Prior work suggests that people are not well aware of threats of unencrypted information leakage over, for example, Wi-Fi networks, and when they learn about threats, they may not care or be motivated to change their privacy and security behaviors, or may show only short-term behavioral changes. Furthermore, social and environmental context plays a key role in people’s privacy concerns and disclosures. Therefore, this research will examine what features of privacy/security threat (how the threat is presented and social/environmental context of the threat) influence participants’ security sensitivity (e.g., awareness and knowledge of security threats and motivation to take privacy/security enhancing behaviors). The results of this research will help us improve the effectiveness of the leak detector in terms of helping users by changing their behavior.

**Approach and Findings** - This research consists of a series of user studies using a variety of tools, such as the leak detector, that provide feedback on privacy/security. An initial user study conducted as part of an HCI course and continued last summer with the help from a group of undergraduate students, used a set of different interfaces providing feedback to users in different formats, levels of detail, and frequency. The preliminary results suggested that users did not like detailed and frequent information because it disrupts the activity they are trying to complete. The study also showed that warnings about privacy leaks often result in only short-term changes in behavior. Follow up interviews suggest that making users aware of the impact of privacy leaks, e.g., explaining how leaked information could be used to collect additional information on the user, might be more effective, but more research is needed to support this conclusion.

Next we will build on these initial results by varying not only the nature of the information given to the user, but also the social/environmental context where study tasks take place: (1) showing Leak Detector output of leaked search history vs. showing no Leak Detector output; (2) showing Leak Detector output vs. showing Leak Detector output plus inferred information about the user; (3) presenting A concrete threat like a hacker vs. a broader threat like Amazon; and (4) varying social context such as a public area with others physically present vs. an isolated setting such as a lab. During our user studies, participants will search for products on shopping web sites they will receive feedback on the privacy/security risks of their searches, e.g., who might see their searches and feedback. Participants will also be provided with information about different privacy and security strategies that they can use to protect their online activity (Figure 45).

8.3 Mental models of the Internet

We used user studies to gain a better of understanding how lay users perceive the Internet. This research was performed by Tatiana Vlahovic, Ruogu Kang, Laura Dabbish and Sara Kiesler.

**Background** - Results from the first XIA project show that users are often not clear on what privacy threats are associated with specific activities on the Internet. For example, our early work identified some of the reasons why users try to cover their digital traces online or communicate anonymously. The results showed that the threats perceived by users often do not match actual threats for reasons based in inaccurate knowledge about the Internet. More recent studies show that users are often not aware of real threats, leading to risky computer use. Since threats are context dependent (e.g., activity, location), a first step in helping users deals with privacy is to educate them on what (real) threats they should be concerned about in specific
A commonly used method in psychology to elicit users understanding about a problem is mental models, which are mental representations of things, processes, and situations. Mental models describe how a person thinks about a problem or system; it is the model in the persons mind of how things work. These models are used to make decisions by supporting mental simulations of the likely effect of an action. Mental models of a system can be useful in informing the design of systems because they suggest natural ways to visualize complex system components or user interactions. Our focus this reporting period was on understanding peoples mental models of the Internet so we can understand what information needed for for informed decision making is missing, so we can determine how to best make available through tools or education.

**Approach** - One of the first steps we took was to develop a short test of Internet knowledge that could be used in privacy and security surveys. The test we developed has three main scales: one scale to test basic knowledge of how the Internet works, another to scale to test more advanced knowledge of the network, and a third test of know-how in using privacy and security tools. We also developed a scale measuring a persons sense of privacy threats, and another to measure preventive actions the person takes. We gave these scales to a large group of MTurk users, smaller samples at CMU, and students in one networking class at CMU. The scales have good reliability, and correlated well with formal computer science background; scoring high on the scales is associated with a more technical education. Scores on the network scale correlated .40 with grades in the small computer science network class.

Although the above results are a step to understanding users and what they know, they do not give us a holistic understanding of what users think is going on when they communicate online. To answer these questions we did three rounds of data collection in which we screened for technical Internet knowledge, privacy and security concerns, and assess users mental models of the Internet by asking them to explain how the Internet works, and to draw a general diagram of it in whatever form they chose on a large sheet of paper. Then we asked them to draw several diagrams about specific tasks they do online such as watching a YouTube video, sending an email, making a payment online, receiving an online advertisement and browsing a webpage.

In the mental model tests, the users included participants (technical) with computer science or software engineering education (n = 11) and participants (lay) with non-CS college or graduate education such as finance, law, or culinary arts (n = 17). We also gave our survey to students in a computer science network course (n = 19) and to a large sample of mTurk users (n = 400).

**Findings** - Based on our mental model studies and our surveys on larger groups, lay users, in general, have a mental model of the Internet as a simple system or service (for example, see a users drawing in

Figure 46: Example of a lay user’s perception of “Internet as a service.”
They only have an awareness of entities that they interact with directly, and they lack awareness of underlying layers, structures, and connections. They also use inconsistent or invented terminology. By contrast, most technical users have a more articulated mental model of the Internet (for example, see Figure 47). They represent the Internet as a complex, multi-level system, have more awareness of components and organizations in the network, and tend to use accurate, detailed, and consistent terminology.

These different mental models, in turn, are associated with differing awareness of privacy and security threat. Lay users think of the Internet as a black box and have little idea of the sources of privacy or security threat, although they believe threat exists and are worried about it. By contrast, technical users have a more concrete notion of who can access their data (Figure 48). Lay people allude to unknown third parties and strangers whereas those with a technical background mention specific entities.

When it comes to protective actions, however, we have found fewer differences between technical and lay participants. The two groups are about equally likely to be proactive in protecting their data by, for example, using anti-virus programs and being cautious when using public Wi-Fi. In our mental model tests, only a third of each group said they managed risks by changing their passwords when asked and exiting possibly malicious websites. Technical participants, however, are more likely to know about and actively use tools such as a proxy server, anonymous search engine, or encryption. Most lay users had only vague knowledge of those tools.

We have also found that users in both groups have many reasons not to take protective actions, as has been reported by other researchers [4]: feeling they have nothing to hide, being too busy with their main
task, and being uncertain or doubtful that any action they took would really be effective. There are also too many privacy and security choices to make, and users in both groups feel overwhelmed by them. Further, as expert reviewers who looked at our data noted, technical users might be overconfident about their knowledge as protective in itself.

Our surveys do show that formal education in computer science, and even more, in networking, raises awareness of the sources of privacy risks online and the likelihood of taking protective actions. However, the findings are correlational and do not establish that users need a computer science or networking background to learn to be safe or to manage their expectations of privacy. We are therefore engaged in further research to discover what kinds of education or information needs to be conveyed to users about the Internet to improve their behavior. Ruogu Kangs dissertation is meant to help answer this question by giving her participants visualizations that explain the structure of the Internet and sources of threat. She will be testing if this information changes peoples mental models and gives them more accurate knowledge of the sources of threat and how to mitigate it.
9 Public Policy and Economics

The goals of this research is understand how design decisions at the network architecture level impact public policy and economic incentives for deployment new network services.

9.1 Policy Study on Caching

This research was conducted by the Policy and Economics group, led by PIs Jon Peha and Marvin Sirbu at Carnegie Mellon, with participation by PI John Byers at Boston University. Participating PhD students included Patrick Agyapong (CMU) and Chong Wang (BU). Michel Machado (BU) also participated in the regular telephonic group meetings.

9.1.1 Background and Goals

In our proposal we highlighted the importance of understanding the implications of XIA architecture on industry structure and revenue models. The focus of our work to date has been on understanding these implications, particularly with respect to content-centric networking.

9.1.2 Approach and Findings

First, we analyzed the economic incentives for operators to provision router level caches [7]. Our results show that, in the absence of direct payments from publishers, ISPs will only invest in caching to the extent that it saves internal bandwidth. This level is below the global optimum that would be realized if ISPs received direct payments from publishers who reap additional benefits from better performance and reduced server costs of their own.

We also examined the competitive positioning of edge networks, transit networks or third party content delivery networks in pricing caching services. We find that edge networks, because of the terminating access monopoly, are in a position to dominate other providers of caching services in the competition for publisher payments for caching services, either by providing these services themselves, or extracting any rents through inter-carrier payments. Quality of service issues that have been subject to debate under the

Figure 49: Analysis of viability of caching by CDNs and eyeball networks
heading of Network Neutrality, emerge in CCNs as debates over allocation of limited caching capacity among publishers. More details can be found in [7].

Next we extended this analysis to examine the implications for the sharing of producer surplus between networks, CDNs and publishers [8], including an identification of the deadweight loss when edge networks charge above optimal prices to transit networks or CDNs for interconnection. For example, Figure 49 shows how publisher payments and the cost of caching for CDNs and eyeball networks impacts the viability of caching. For example, when an eyeball network performs commercial caching (i.e., gets payments from publisher), then the surplus in all four regions is realized among the eyeball network and publishers. However, when a CDN does commercial caching, then only the values in regions I and II are realized. When an eyeball network performs only transparent caching (i.e., opportunistically caches content that it forwards), then only files with popularity greater than ϕ are cached with the surplus in regions II and IV; in this case the gain to the eyeball network is limited to a reduction in bandwidth to its provider. We also generalized the results for the case of multiple competing edge networks.

Supporting caching as an ISP service has a number of implications for core protocol design in XIA. We developed a requirements document for caching. The document considers issues such as: metadata required in content chunks for billing and cache management purposes including support for third party billing agents; publisher requirements for information on content deliveries from cache; and mechanisms for aggregating across an AD and reporting to publishers the provision of caching services by routers within the AD. Next, we further developed these ideas with a focus on the special requirements of content chunking for video and streaming media.

We have also been interacting with the security group to clarify differences between trust models for routing and for naming, and the economic implications if name resolution does not yield globally unique results.

### 9.2 Cooperative Content Caching

We investigated the benefits and viability of cooperative content caching across ISPs in future architectures such as XIA. This research is performed by graduate student Chong Wang and PI Byers, both at Boston University. Chong Wang will graduate at the end of the summer.
9.2.1 Background

Consider the economic incentives for ISPs to place contents inside their networks in a global content-oriented network. In the absence of cooperation, each ISP’s caching decisions will be based independently from one another, to optimize what is best for themselves and their customers. This has in part fostered the rise of overlays such as CDNs, which can orchestrate content delivery and optimize content placement across ISP boundaries.

9.2.2 Approach and Findings

With the opportunity for greater visibility and control afforded by expressive routing, we show that a set of cooperating providers can decrease costs by judiciously sharing information, coordinating caching actions and making side payments based on the Shapley value solution concept from coalitional game theory. We also considered this question more broadly, and focused on the question of content placement in existing and proposed content-oriented networks.

We argue that lack of appropriate market incentives inhibits ISPs from cooperation, and study design of an appropriate compensation mechanisms to facilitate cooperation. We argue for a model of the content placement decisions made by transit ISPs as a cooperative game, in which the goal for each ISP is to maximize surplus, i.e. minimize transmission costs by cooperative placing contents. A Shapley-value based mechanism is used to distribute the global surplus to all players. Using a general model for transmission cost, we show that with such a mechanism, ISPs have incentives both to cooperate and to employ placement strategies aligned with the global optimal.

The culmination of this work was a comparative modeling and simulation study evaluating design and performance tradeoffs between today’s content delivery networks and future content-oriented networks (encompassing two architectures loosely modeled on NDN and XIA, respectively) [115]. One outcome of the work relates to mechanism design and market design, insofar as the work demonstrates the value of architectural features that could facilitate and incent this type of inter-ISP cooperation. Future work could investigate the economic and policy implications of more extensive information sharing between ISPs, as well as the cost-benefit analyses.

Figure 50 shows our simulation results based on real ISP topologies and representative traffic workload. In the plot the profits in the following cases for each ISP: Shapley value in case each ISP’s placement strategy is aligned with the global optimal placement; Shapley value in case each ISP only places contents if they are delivered to a client inside the ISP; and individual profit each ISP obtains if ISPs do not cooperate in terms of placing contents. ISPs are sorted by size from the smallest to the largest. We can see that although the largest ISPs can make most of its profit without cooperation, an ISP always makes the most profit by cooperating with other ISPs and employing the optimal placement strategy, which also leads to better welfare for the whole network.

9.3 Edge Directed Routing

This research was conducted by CMU PhD student Patrick Agyapong, advised by PI Sirbu.

9.3.1 Background and Goals

New approaches to trust management and routing, including XIA’s SCION, and the ICING proposal being advanced by the Nebula project, shift the economic balance of power between end users and administrative domains (autonomous systems) in the selection of packet routes. Our goal is to understand the economic motivations for such a shift, the change in equilibrium traffic distribution that might result from this shift in economic power, and its implications for pricing network services and for industry structure.
9.3.2 Approach and Findings

Currently network administrative domains (autonomous systems) forward packets over routes which minimize the operators costs (or maximize its revenues). Enabling edge networks to influence route choice may increase these costs. Using a simple economic model, we investigated the conditions under which network operators are better off from deploying edge-directed routing, under various models by which they might price the offering of such a capability to those edge networks which demand it. We looked at four scenarios: 1) no change in prices; 2) an increased in fixed access charges; 3) an increase in volume charges; and 4) per route pricing and identified conditions under which each of those pricing models is sustainable [6].

We also identified five features that must be supported in routing protocols designed to support edge-directed routing:

- **Knowledge**: Edges must have a way of learning of alternative paths;
- **Choice**: Edges must have a way of specifying a policy-compliant path;
- **Enforcement**: Routers must have a mechanism for enforcing path choice;
- **Metering**: Networks need to measure and track the amount of traffic that customers send over edge-directed routes if per-volume pricing is used;
- **Verification**: Verification is the complement of enforcement—it is the ability of the edge to verify that its chosen path was used.

We noted that verification and enforcement can add significantly to packet overhead, which raises the volume-related costs of supporting edge directed routing, thus making the third pricing option more likely to be necessary.

9.4 Policy-Compliant DAG-based Forwarding

This research was performed by Suk-Bok Lee (postdoc) and PI Peter Steenkiste.

9.4.1 Background

DAG-based addresses, despite their diverse potential uses and advantages, raise a practical question of real deployability in the Internet today. The main problem is that there is a tension between sources’ routing flexibility and network owners’ transit policies; transit ASes have little control over the traffic traversing their networks, which hinders the route selection based on their own business goals. The focus of this work is to understand the implications of DAG-based on policy-compliant packet forwarding, assuming policies are similar to those used by today’s inter domain routing protocol (BGP).

9.4.2 Approach and Findings

We first considered “single-path” source-routing style DAGs, and categorized the cases of taking control over transit ASes’ policies. We find that a major conflict of interest occurs when source-routes rule against transit ASes’ policies that are not properly incentivized for it. One prominent case is a violation of valley-free inter-domain paths. The current BGP’s valley-free property is exercised by the economic-driven route export policies; routes learned from providers or peers are not announced to other providers or peers. However, source routing may ask for unannounced routes that would violate such property; especially, such it can happen only at ASes specified in source-routed packets. In addition, even if following valley-free paths, source-routes may override the local ASes’ prioritized route decision process, i.e., asking for a different
path that is more expensive than the default route selection. Such a route request hinders ASes’ business goal of maximizing their revenue. We thus proposed an accounting mechanism for ASes that provide source-routed transit service and bill the sources for traffic that conflicts with their policies. The accounting must be verifiable to prevent ASes from cheating (or overcharging) the sources, e.g., false claim for transit service. To this end, we rely on a hop-by-hop process of verifiable voucher collection, and our initial design can verify if source-routes ask for different paths than the ASes’ default route selection. We are currently working to improve the mechanism so as to verify that a source-routed path is more expensive than the default one.

We also explored the policy issues of more practical DAGs for content retrieval, i.e., CID as primary intent, with content publisher AD and HID as fallbacks. In this case, transit ASes are given multiple options, mainly whether to serve the CID (primary intent) or to forward the CID request to the fallback. With BGP’s bilateral business relationship model between ASes, we considered three mechanisms for transit ASes to implement their policy-based packet processing: (1) **When to cache?** Transit ASes can first employ a caching policy to decide whether to serve a certain CID, e.g., caching relayed contents when profitable. Our result indicates that it is beneficial for ASes to cache the contents whose publisher direction is provider link so as to avoid future CID requests via the provider link (See Figure 51(a)); (2) **For a cached CID, when to have its entry in the forwarding table?** Even with a cached CID, ASes can make an indirect decision on serving the CID by (not) having its entry in the table. We analyzed the cases with respect to the business relationship of the CID request ingress links and that of the CID publisher direction links. Our result shows ASes may want to have the CID entry in the forwarding tables at customer ingress points while the opposite is true at provider ingress points (See Figure 51(b)); (3) **For a CID entry in the forwarding table, when to use?** The above two mechanisms, while fast and pre-configurable, do not cover the complete cases and thus, more expensive runtime checking may be necessary. The checking is determined according to the business relationship of return-path links (i.e., serving CID) and that of fallback links. We presented the results extended based on provider/peer/customer relationship at ingress points, CID publisher directions, return-path and fallback links.
9.5 Privacy and Security with Self-Certifying Identifiers

9.5.1 Background and Goals

The policy and economic group looked at both the technical and policy implications of self-generated and self-certifying addresses, such as host IDs (HIDs), service IDs (SIDs), and content IDs (CIDs). Whereas IP addresses have traditionally been generated by the network, addresses in XIA are generated by the end device. Moreover, these addresses are derived from the public key in a public-private key pair which makes the addresses self-certifying, e.g., as long as only one end user knows the private key, it is possible to determine that all packets with that source address really do come from the same end user. This form of addressing has important advantages with respect to security, but it can greatly affect both the privacy obtainable by end users and the communications, processing, and storage overheads of routers and networks. For example, if one device keeps the same address for months or years, even as it moves from one network to another, that device can easily be tracked. On the other hand, if it is constantly changing addresses, privacy protection may be better than today’s IP networks, but this may greatly decrease network efficiency and undermine some aspects of security. The goals of this work are to (i) understand the tradeoffs between privacy, security, and efficiency, (ii) devise mechanisms for XIA that might better manage these tradeoffs, and (iii) assess the broader implications for privacy policy.

9.5.2 Approach and Findings

Our initial approach is to explore a wide range of design options for a variety of important decisions related to self-generated and self-certifying addresses, including how new addresses are generated, how they are stored, how revocation can occur after compromise, whether and how the generation of new addresses can be limited, and whether and how duplicates can be detected. This step is essential both for clarifying tradeoffs and identifying aspects for which new mechanisms may be needed. To explore policy implications, we will look at which actors have the ability to make decisions that greatly affect end user privacy, and assess the extent to which there is alignment between advancing the self-interest of those actors, protecting the privacy of end users, and perhaps advancing other societal goals such as facilitating wiretapping that has been legally authorized by a court order.
10 Vehicular Use Case

10.1 Vehicular Testbed

Figure 52 shows the architecture of our vehicular testbed. It will consist of 6-10 DSRC base stations (typically referred to as “Road Side Units” or RSUs), and a mobile network of 4-6 vehicles. The vehicles will be equipped with a DSRC client device (“On Board Unit” or OBU) that connects to RSUs within range for Internet connectivity (Figure 52). Each OBU is connected to one or more attached client devices and routers that communicate through it, creating an on-board mobile network. The RSUs, servers, OBUs, and other on-board devices support Ethernet and DSRC as native layer-2 protocols, and will run XIP natively as the network protocol. The RSUs function as base stations and XIP routers, and the OBUs function as clients and routers.

The RSUs are being deployed at the edge of the CMU campus. They will be mounted on the roofs of CMU-owned buildings and are intended to provide coverage of the major road that passes along the campus. The locations were picked so that the geographic coverage of the RSUs will result in both intermittent / disconnected operation and overlapping multiple-provider coverage. Figure 53 shows the locations of planned and in-progress installations, along with rough sketches of the estimated coverage areas. Based on our experience with this initial testbed, additional RSUs will be installed on additional buildings.

The testbed will use the existing CMU campus network infrastructure to connect the RSUs to a set of...
We also deployed a small on-campus mobility testbed that we are using for low-speed mobility experiments. The testbed leverages the existing on-campus wireless network, called Wireless Andrew, which is supported across campus. Wireless Andrew uses a set of VLANs to direct all wireless traffic to a centralized Aruba controller, which supports internet connectivity with different levels of security based on the WiFi SSID used by the mobile client. The wireless andrew group added an XIA VLAN which is advertised under a new set of SSID. Those VLANs isolate XIA traffic from other (IP) wireless traffic, similar to the setup described for the vehicular testbed (Figure 54). The current testbed uses two SSIDs for XIA, which we use for testing of our mobility code. Additional SSIDs can be added as needed.

10.2 Network Joining

“Network joining” means the process by which a host identifies, connects to, and makes the necessary arrangements to use, an existing network.

The traditional network joining process might look something like this: “First the end user identifies the Ethernet jack which she intends to use. A network administrator then ensures that corresponding switch port is enabled, and assigned to an appropriate VLAN based on the host’s intended role. The host is then physically connected and the interface is activated. The NIC and switch perform layer-1 auto-negotiation to determine rate, duplex mode, and cable configuration. After this is complete, the host determines that the link is up and initiates DHCP. Based on the combination of VLAN and the host NIC’s Ethernet address, the host is assigned an IP address and name, and configuration parameters are sent to the host. The combination of IP address and VLAN determine whether the host is allowed to access the global Internet and/or private internal network facilities.”
While this approach might be appropriate for an Ethernet in an IPv4-based enterprise network, there are several reasons why present and future networks call for a different design:

1. **The advent of public and semi-public networks**, especially wireless ones (e.g. municipal or coffee shop Wi-Fi). This implies both (a) the impracticality of involving a human administrator, and (b) limited mutual trust and familiarity between the network operator and user.

2. **The diversity of network access technologies and providers.** A contemporary device is likely to support at least one, if not multiple, WLAN and WWAN technology, and at least one wired LAN technology for larger devices. In addition to the technology diversity, there may often be many available networks with different performance, cost, and trust characteristics so devices need to make informed decisions about what network to use for each traffic flow.

3. **Small-cell mobility.** The demand for bandwidth on mobile platforms is increasing, and it seems very unlikely that “macrocell” WWANs can provide the spectrum efficiency necessary to support future traffic loads. As a result, we are likely to see growth in the use of shorter range, low power, high rate, cells. This implies very frequent handoffs between cells.

The XIA project is defining an efficient network joining protocols that is based on an architectural model with four kinds of entity, as shown in Figure 55:

1. **Client**: A device attempting to attach to an existing network. This could be a single host, or a gateway router for a mobile network.

2. **Base station**: A set of functions supporting layer-2 and layer-3 network connectivity, including a ”gateway router” facing the client.

3. **Network**: A network infrastructure that includes at least one base station for wireless connectivity and layer-3 devices that provide access to the Internet.

4. **Provider**: The entity providing authentication, authorization, and accounting for one or more networks. The AAA provider(s) may not be directly connected to the base station.

The goals of the network joining protocol are (1) determining the service to be provided; (2) mutual authentication of the node and the network; authorization of network access, and (3) configuration of the connection. Moreover, we want the protocol to be efficient, e.g., in terms of roundtrip times. The definition and implementation of the protocol is ongoing work.
10.3 Leveraging caching and in-path services

In this reporting period, we explored how XIA can support mobility-based applications. This work is being performed by Chenren Xu, Eric Anderson, and Peter Steenkiste.

**Background** - Client mobility is a fundamental challenge when accessing the current Internet, especially in vehicular networks. A first challenge is that client device may have to change its network attachment point every few seconds. Layer-2 mobility is significantly easier than layer-3 mobility, both because the change is not visible at the network layer, reducing network reconfiguration, and because authentication and authorization can be optimized. Unfortunately, it restricts the choices for connectivity since the user and device are limited to a single operator and limited set of base stations. This can reduce performance and increase cost. Another challenge is that connectivity will unavoidably be intermittent as a result of coverage gaps and occasionally slow handoffs. This does not only affect performance but may also disrupt communication sessions at the transport and application layer.

Previous work on content access in vehicular networks has focused on the current Internet [37, 30, 40]. The techniques used include the use of mobility prediction to prefetch content onto APs that are expected to be used, streamlining session establishment, separation the end-to-end path into a wired and wireless segment, and the use of caching near the edge of the network. All these solutions effectively rely on overlays, making these solutions complex and hard to deploy. In this project, we will explore how XIA data plane features to optimize bandwidth and latency at the network layer by hiding the performance impact of handoffs and disconnections as much as possible. We specifically focus on the use of CIDs and SIDs, since they provide easy and efficient access to caching and in-path services in the access network.

**Approach and findings** - The key idea is to download content as a sequence of chunks, identified and addressed by CIDs, instead of the traditional approach of establishing an end-to-end communication session. This has a number of potential benefits. First, it breaks long transfers, which are unlikely to complete, into a sequence of shorter ones. Second, by caching chunks as they are “in flight” between the client and the server, we can reduce the impact of disruptions due to handoffs and disconnections. For example, after a disruption, content can be transferred from the cache instead of the server as illustrated in Figure 56. Finally, the cache effectively decouples the data transfer over the wireless access link from the transfer over the Internet, which...
benefits both transfers by reducing the roundtrip time (wireless segment) and creating a more stable path (Internet segment). Note that we have explored some of the ideas in earlier work [37] but XIA CIDs and SIDs enable an implementation directly on the network layer, rather than based on an overlay.

10.4 Multihoming

The policy and economic group began work on technical and economic issues raised by multihoming. The research is done by PhD student Nandi Zhang, supervised by Marvin Sirbu and John Peha.

**Background and Goals** - One benefit of the XIA architecture is its ability to support multihoming. Enterprise networks frequently connect to multiple ISPs, both for greater performance and better resilience to failure. The need is even greater in vehicular networks, since a car may establish and then lose many cellular, Wi-Fi and DSRC connections as it travels. Giving end users fine-grained control over which carrier serves them and when may also change the nature of competition among carriers. The goal of this work is to define and evaluate protocols and algorithms for multihoming within the XIA architecture, assess whether XIA is better able to provide multihoming than today's IP networks, and explore their economic and policy implications.

**Approach and Findings** - We have devised a novel protocol that allows devices to migrate individual flows from one network to another. Our focus is on a mobile network in which devices in the car connect to the Internet through a mobile router, but the results should apply to individual devices. In a mobile network, the end device interacts with the car router to determine which network currently best meets the needs of an application, and moves its traffic to that network. The protocol takes advantage of XIA's self-certifying identifiers for security and DAGs for route improvements. We plan to further assess its advantages and disadvantages when compared to approaches developed for IPv4 and IPv6, and explore the broader economic and policy implications of intensifying competition among wireless providers by reducing switching costs in this way.

The use of DAGs as addresses in XIA provides immediate benefit for multihoming, as fallback can be used to expose alternative paths to an endpoint, without burdening the core routing tables or introducing additional middleboxes as occurs in today’s BGP- and NAT-based multihoming solutions. DAGs feature identifier-locator separation, which facilitate mobility as well as multihoming, since a multihomed host or network often needs to shift flows between its available links. XID’s self-certifying nature allows endpoints to verify the ownership of an identifier without relying on a PKI. A flow-based migration protocol allows each application to use a different service provider that best meets its needs, improving allocative efficiency. The same migration protocol can be used for flow-by-flow load balancing, unlike Mobile IP [94] and Network Mobility (NEMO) [31].
11 Video Use Case

11.1 Rate control for video streaming

This research is performed by CMU PhD student Junchen Jiang, advised by PI Zhang.

11.1.1 Background

Video traffic has grown significantly faster than the overall Internet traffic for the last five years. Already, more than 60% bytes transmitted on the Internet are video bytes. Still, we are only at the very beginning of the great migration of video consumption from traditional media (e.g., over-the-air broadcasts, cable, and satellite TV) to the Internet. In the next five years, the total amount of Internet video traffic will increase by a thousand fold, significantly dwarfing all other types of Internet traffic.

The questions of whether and how the future (and current) Internet should support video were extensively discussed and debated in the research community during the 1990’s, resulting in a lot of research in network quality of service and connection-oriented video transport protocols. With the benefit of hindsight, we now have a much better understanding on why these solutions were not adopted and what key assumptions behind these solutions are wrong.

We are pursuing research in video delivery over the Internet in two directions. First, as the distribution of the video over the Internet becomes mainstream and its consumption moves from the computer to the TV screen, user expectation for high quality is constantly increasing. In this context, it is crucial to understand when and how video quality affects user engagement and how to best invest their resources to optimize video quality. We uses a unique dataset that spans different content types, including short video on demand (VoD), long VoD, and live content from popular video content providers. Using client-side instrumentation, we measure quality metrics such as the join time, buffering ratio, average bitrate, rendering quality, and rate of buffering events. A better understanding of how various aspects of video delivery impact user engagement will help identify appropriate network support.
Second, the growth in video is accompanied by a key technology trend: namely the shift from connection-oriented video transport protocols (e.g., Windows Media, QuickTime, RTMP) to HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocols such as SmoothStreaming, HLS, HDS, and the emerging standard DASH. With a HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocol, a video player can, at the granularity of seconds, dynamically adjust the video bit rate (thus the video resolution) based on the available network bandwidth or CPU capacity. The available bit rates usually span a wide range: from as low as 300Kbps to as high as 6Mbps with today’s premium video sites. There is a tradeoff between the video quality and the network load: the higher the bit rate, the higher video quality, but also the higher load on the network. In the next few years, video traffic transported on top of HTTP streaming protocols is expected to dominate the Internet traffic. Therefore, the design of robust algorithms on top of HTTP streaming protocols is important not only for the performance of Internet video applications, but also the stability and performance of the overall Internet. If we were to draw an analogy to the early days of the Internet, the design of a robust TCP was critical to prevent “congestion collapse”. We are potentially at a similar juncture today with respect to the design of the adaptation logic on top of HTTP streaming protocols.

11.1.2 Approach and Findings

We have quantified user engagement both at a per-video (or view) level and a per-user (or viewer) level [32]. Figure 11.1.2.1 shows for example the impact of five quality metrics on user engagement (defined as viewing time) for long videos viewed on demand. We found that the buffering ratio, the percentage of time spent in buffering, has the largest impact on the user engagement. This is true across all types of content, but the magnitude of this impact depends on the content type, with live content being the most impacted. For example, a 1% increase in buffering ratio can reduce user engagement by more than three minutes for a 90-minute live video event. We also found that the average bitrate plays a significantly more important role in the case of live content than VoD content.

We have proposed an abstract player model that is general enough to capture the characteristics of existing bitrate adaptation algorithms. This abstract model helps us identify the root cause of several undesirable interactions that arise as a consequence of overlaying the video bitrate adaptation over TCP that lead to poor efficiency, fairness, and stability. Building on these insights, we develop a set of techniques that can systematically guide the tradeoffs between stability, fairness and efficiency and thus lead to a general framework of video adaptation. We pick one concrete instance from this design space and demonstrate that it significantly outperforms all commercial players on all three key metrics across a range of experimental scenarios.

11.2 Video Quality Control

“Network aware” applications have been active research topic for a long time. The idea is that applications can learn about the state of the network and optimizing their performance by changing how they use the network. However, given the basic functionality offered by IP and the minimal interface it offers to applications, opportunities for adaptation are limited, so a lot of research ended up focusing on network monitoring tools and simple applications like server selection. There are more potential opportunities when the network service layer is considered. For example, CDNs are now a critical component of the Internet infrastructure from the application’s perspective. However, using them effectively is challenging, considering the minimal network architectural support offered by the traditional IP architecture.

Architectures like XIA introduces new abstractions and mechanisms to enable (a) the architecture to natively support advanced service layers; (b) advanced services to optimize for specific requirements of certain applications — for example, given the unique performance requirements and the large traffic volume (growing from today’s 70% Internet traffic to more than 90% in the near future), it is extremely beneficial to consider distribution services for video specifically (not for “general” content); (c) rich form of inter-layer
interactions: service-aware applications, application-aware services, network-aware services etc. Examples include not just selection of the server or CDN, but bit rate selection, path selection, etc. It may also be possible to learn about network conditions directly, e.g. from congestion control information, e.g., [52], or from network monitoring services operated by network operators, rather than having to use active probing tools.

To start exploring how we can effectively support rich network-aware applications over XIA, we decided to focus on video streaming, which accounts for a very high percentage of the traffic on the Internet. In this section we report on initial results in developing a control plane for optimizing video streaming. In the next section we look at what quality metrics at application level can be used to guide adaptation and optimization at runtime for both application layers and service layers. We also present the results of a study looking at the design of in-network caches for mobile video.

**Background** - We continued our explorations on how to improve video quality in the Internet. This research was performed by Junchen Jiang, Vyeas Sekar, and Hui Zhang [62].

In creating Future Internet Architectures, such as XIA, we are interested in understanding what architectural support should be included to improve the quality of content delivery. To this end, we explored how different metrics affect perceived video quality [32]. We found that buffering ratio and percentage of time spent in buffering has the largest impact on user engagement. Next we expanded our focus to understand how to increase the video quality seen by users, especially for HTTP-based adaptive protocols, such as SmoothStreaming, HLS, HLS, and the emerging standard, DASH.

With a HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocol, a video player can, at the granularity of seconds, dynamically adjust the video bit rate (thus the video resolution) based on the available network bandwidth or CPU capacity. The available bit rates usually span a wide range range: from as low as 300Kbps to as high as 6Mbps with today’s premium video sites. There is a tradeoff between the video quality and the network load: the higher the bit rate, the higher video quality, but also the higher load on the network. In the next few years, video traffic transported on top of HTTP streaming protocols is expected to dominate the Internet traffic. As such, a focus on robust algorithms for HTTP-streaming protocols is a must, not only for the performance of Internet video applications, but also for the stability and performance of the entire Internet.

In this work, we focus on two key questions. First, do existing streaming algorithms exhibit important properties, such as efficiency (i.e., do they use up as much bandwidth as is available to them?), fairness (i.e., do they divide available resources equally among competing clients?), and stability (i.e., do they avoid frequent shifts in bitrate, which are likely to annoy users?). These properties are similar to those provided by TCP, but similar algorithms cannot be used because HTTP-streaming algorithms reside at the application level and, as such, have access to only coarse-level information about the network. Second, what changes are necessary to to guarantee the properties stated above?

**Approach and Findings** - To evaluate whether existing streaming algorithms provide efficiency, fairness, and stability, we compared SmoothStreaming, Akamai, and Adobe’s existing video players. We found that all failed to satisfy these properties to various extents. We then considered where to implement functionality needed to provide these properties. For example, we considered the advantages of re-architecting the transport layer for video players so as to bestow them with detailed information about the network. Ultimately, we concluded that application-level algorithms are sufficient. To demonstrate this to be the case, we created one such algorithm called FESTIVE.

We found that a key reason existing streaming algorithms do not achieve efficiency and fairness is that they cannot easily see the true network state. For example, existing algorithms may mis-estimate available network bandwidth because the periodic chunk-based download mechanisms used by many of them may unintentionally be synchronized (or anti-synchronized with other competing traffic. To alleviate this problem, we designed FESTIVE’s periodic chunk-based download mechanism with added jitter. But, even with added jitter, an unfair initial allocation of bandwidth can lead to prolonged unfairness. For example, a video player with an initially high bandwidth allocation may continue to see high available bandwidth because its
wire occupancy is higher than other competing players. To help, we designed FESTIVE with a mechanism that aggressively ramps up the allocation of video players that have low bandwidth allocations. To provide stability, we introduced a control parameter that delays bitrate changes if too many have been observed in a recent time window. In our paper [62], we provide proofs showing that FESTIVE guarantees the desired properties. Figure 58(a) shows a diagram of a FESTIVE-based video player.

We compared our FESTIVE-based video player to existing video players. We found that a set of FESTIVE-based players suffer from less unfairness, inefficiency, and instability compared to other video players (see Figure 58(b)). Though this is a promising start, we do not expect all video players on the web to use FESTIVE. For future work, we plan to investigate whether efficiency, fairness, and stability can be maintained in the face of heterogeneity. We also plan to investigate how specific network support can help improving the optimization process.

11.3 Video Control Plane

We designed a control plane for video. The results of this research will feed into the video distribution network deployment that is part of the XIA follow on project (FIA XP program).

Background - The motivation of video control plane is the observation that today’s video delivery system faces many choices on each control knob, and there is a huge diversity in both time and space, among the performance of different choices. In this context, we identify that many of today’s video quality issues are caused by the absence of centralized intelligence. For instance, client-driven CDN selection is often suboptimal, due to the lack of knowledge pertaining to which CDN performs the best in different areas.

Video control plane is a centralized control layer on top of the existing video delivery system, as shown in Figure 59. The vision of a video control plane is to improve video quality by making real-time decisions for different components on the path from video origin to client screen. It can perform control over different components, such as on client-side players, ISPs, and/or CDNs. To make optimal decisions, the control plane also has to actively monitor the real-time performance of the delivery system. For instance, since our prototype has the ability to instrument client-side video players, our performance monitoring collects updates of real-time quality information from the clients, including standard quality metrics (such as buffering ratio), and session tags (such as ASN and player name). In other words, a key design aspect of the video control plane is the definition of interfaces between the various actors supporting both information exchange and control.
The core technique of such a video control plane is to transform the huge amount of measurements into decisions. One approach is that, by data mining the measurements, the control plane can identify useful knowledge of the current states, such as potential congestion, hot spots, and failures, and make decisions to avoid these bad cases. Alternatively, the control plane can model the problem as blackbox and take a data-driven approach – making the decisions that appear to be the best, with little reasoning. To make the transform from updates to decision efficiently in real-time, we have to leverage the emerging big data platforms, and specifically, the streaming data processing tools, such as the Spark/Hadoop ecosystem.

We now present our research finding in five related areas. Several of the research efforts leveraged traces of client-side video quality provided by Conviva for experiments. Conviva also provided platforms for testing and deployment of core decision making algorithms.

**Bottleneck inference of video quality issues** - This project aims to understand the nature of video quality problems, and see what components have to be improved and if simple approaches can yield comparable benefits. The work is a first attempt to shed some light on the structure of video quality issues.

Using the measurements from 300 million video sessions over a two-week period, we identify recurrent problems using a hierarchical clustering approach over the space of client/session attributes (e.g., CDN, AS, connectivity). Our key findings are (1) a small number (2%) of critical clusters account for 83% of join failure problems (44–84% for other metrics); (2) many problem events (50%) persist for at least 2 hours; (3) a majority of these problems (e.g., 60% of join failures, 30–60% for other metrics) are related to content provider, CDN, or client ISP issues. Building on these insights, we evaluate the potential improvement by focusing on addressing these recurrent problems and find that fixing just 1% of these clusters can reduce the number of problematic sessions by 55% for join failures (15%–40% for other metrics).

**Core algorithms for decision making** - This project focuses on the core algorithms that make decisions for client-side players based on massive updates from the clients. In designing the algorithm, we make two arguments. First, we argue that being able to accurately predict the outcomes of the available choices (e.g., would a streaming video client be able to sustain a particular bitrate?) can greatly help to achieve better quality. Second, we argue that to accurately predict the outcome of a given choice, we need to leverage the information available from other sessions, streams or connections.

Our evaluation focuses on the quality prediction algorithms and how they impact the resulting quality improvement. We use the trace of client session quality of 800 sessions over a duration of a month. Our key findings are: our prediction algorithm outperforms baseline algorithms by 30% to 50%, including averaging over a fixed spatial granular (e.g., by ASN) or over a fixed temporal granular (e.g., last 1 hour) as prediction. We also find our algorithm achieves noticeable improvement on four metrics, e.g., for buffering ratio, by 1.5% globally and as much as 4.8% for some popular site.

**A cooperative architecture for application quality control** - There is a growing recognition among researchers, industry practitioners, and service providers of the need to optimize user-perceived applica-
tion experience, including video quality experience. However, network infrastructure owners (i.e., ISPs) have traditionally been left out of this equation. In parallel, application providers have to deploy complex workarounds that reverse engineer the networks impact on application-level metrics. This project makes a case for EONA, a new network paradigm where application providers and network providers can collaborate meaningfully to improve application experience. To this end, EONA introduces two new information sharing interfaces between the application providers and network providers.

So far in this project, we have focused on the use cases of EONA and recipe for its interface design. In the next stage, we will focus on using EONA to improve video quality.

**System design of video control plane** - This topic focuses on designing the system of a video control plane, called C3, that is highly scalable, available, and resilient. As a centralized control platform, there are natural parallels between C3 and corresponding efforts in the SDN literature. Moreover, we have to achieve more strict requirements than SDN along three aspects: finer-grained monitoring and decision making, handling client-side diversity, and larger scale. At the same time, C3 has more tolerance for responsiveness and consistency than SDN because of the “application-level resilience” of video streaming. C3 has been built and operated for many years by Conviva, and we have learned a lot from their deployment experience and evolution.

In designing C3 to meet the requirements, we make two key choices, which turn out to be critical. First, we make an explicit choice to make the client-side functionality minimal. This decision dramatically simplifies deployment for new content providers, accelerates testing and integration, and also enables independent evolution of both client-side platforms and the control plane logic. Second, we consciously exploit application-level resilience. For instance, we can tradeoff a small increase in the staleness of the control decisions for significantly improved scalability and resilience.

**Hybrid control for CDNs** - This effort has focused on the design of a control plane, called VDN, that achieves quality at scale by enabling dynamic fine-grained control over live video delivery. Specifically, VDN has three key goals:

- **Quality**: It must optimize for application-specific quality metrics (e.g., bitrate, buffering ratio, etc.). Note that more throughput does not always mean higher bitrate and may even reduce other metrics. We would like this use the results of our work on deriving a video QoE metric.

- **Scalability**: It must support the workload of today’s largest CDNs by scaling to thousands of live video streams and millions of users, using thousands of CDN distribution clusters.

- **Real-time response**: It must respond to user- and network-induced events with low latency (less than a second), while provisioning for individual videos on-the-fly.

We found that to meet the quality requirements of the VDN design, we needed to leverage SDN-like traffic engineering to optimize the delivery topology and avoid adverse interactions between different video delivery streams. Based on this observation, we created a central controller that uses network measurements to compute a distribution tree that satisfies user demands and optimizes the CDNs resource costs.

However, we found that a fully centralized design did not meet the real-time response requirements. A purely centralized approach cannot react to small-scale, real-time variations that occur very fast. The critical path in central decision making has a high latency. In contrast, a distributed control systems would allow each edge cluster to monitor and react to small scale changes. As a result, we decided to create a hybrid control plane. The central controller provides guidance that optimizes the overall system behavior. For example, it informs each node how much of the incoming video it should retrieve from different sources. However, VDN allows each node to dynamically selects the upstream clusters that it wishes to use at any moment. If the downlink bandwidth from upstream node X slightly decreases, it can temporarily direct more requests to Y while adhering to the global optimization decision (e.g., the 80% to 20% split between X and Y) over a slightly longer period of time.
VDN’s local control complements the global decision making even under a failure. For example, if a delivery link between two nodes fails, central control takes a long time to generate a new set of decisions (i.e., delivery trees). VDN allows a node to override the global decision by choosing not to support higher bitrates and/or find another source of the video stream that currently has the highest remaining capacity.

We have begun to evaluate our system against a trace of real video sessions from Conviva. Our initial results show that this design should support a CDN with 1,000 distribution clusters, and allow us to react to network and viewership changes at a timescale of milliseconds.

11.4 Weak cooperation among application and infrastructure entities

We have also started to explore the design of richer interfaces to enable cooperation among application-level entities, which are responsible for creating and delivering content on the Internet. This work is being performed by Matt Mukerjee, Raja Sambasivan, Ilker Nadi Bozkurt, Bruce Maggs, Srini Seshan, Hui Zhang, and Peter Steenkiste.

**Background** - As described previously, the Internet is composed of application-level entities, which create and distribute content (e.g., video on demand (VoD), live video, images, large datasets), and infrastructure-level entities, which route traffic from sources to destinations. Despite the fact that application-level entities are responsible for originating a large fraction of the Internet’s traffic, they do not cooperate among each other. While the lack of coordination among brokers, and among CDNs, should not be a surprise, brokers and CDNs do not coordinate either, even though they solve similar and closely coupled resource management problems, as discussed in the C3 and VDN findings. This negatively impacts clients’ quality of experience and results in lost revenue [28].

One example of lack of cooperation is evidenced by the fact that both CDNs and content brokers independently deploy extensive measurement infrastructures to identify the best CDN cluster for a client. However, because both have slightly different objectives and constraints and because the visibility provided by their infrastructures are different, they may end up making different choices. A broker may choose a CDN expecting it will use a certain cluster, but the CDN may choose to use a cluster that results in worse quality of experiences because of internal constraints, such as cost or current load, or because its measurement infrastructure predicted a different cluster than the brokers’ infrastructure.

In this work, we aim to identify interfaces that enable application-level entities to cooperate while also keeping sensitive information secret and how they can effectively use XIA network control interfaces for resource management.

**Initial approach & drivers for a design** - As a first step, we have identified categories of problems that application-level entities involved in video on demand (VoD) experience due to lack of cooperation; these are in addition to the networking related issues identified in the network control plane section. These include:

1. **Unintended use of expensive clusters**: Content brokers try to pick the CDN (e.g., Akamai or level 3) that will deliver the best performance for a client. They do so without knowledge of the CDNs’ costs for using its clusters (e.g., due to transit pricing). In certain situations, this might result in brokers only picking a CDN for clients that are expensive for it to serve.

2. **Mismatches in predictions** As described in the example above, a broker might choose a CDN based on performance predictions enabled by its measurement infrastructure. However, CDNs may choose to use a completely different cluster because internal constraints, such as cost, or because the measurement infrastructures CDNs use have different granularity data than brokers’ infrastructures. For example, CDNs typically only have visibility to the DNS server a client uses, whereas brokers have visibility into the application itself.
3. **Conflicting time-scales of decision making**: A broker may decide to switch CDNs because of poor performance. However, if left to its own means, the original CDN might eventually have decided to switch clusters by itself. The new cluster chosen by the original CDN may exhibit better performance than the new cluster chosen by the broker (see Figure 60).

Based on the above categories, we have identified a system design that allows brokers to query CDNs, asking them for a short list of clusters they will likely use for a client. This list would be annotated with a probability that encodes the CDNs’ likelihood of using the stated clusters. This probability could encode CDNs private constraints and goals (i.e., cost of using a cluster) w/o explicitly revealing them to brokers. Brokers could combine the query results with their independent performance measurements to choose CDNs. An accounting mechanism could be used to verify that CDNs report probability accurately. We believe this design allows brokers and CDNs to retain their existing autonomy while avoiding the problems described above. Note that this approach to coordination is similar in style to the proposed network control interface, which would allow networks to expose multiple paths to edge networks, annotated with information related to resource management.
12 XIA Prototypes

We have implemented two complete prototype networks based on the XIA architecture, one using Click and a native Linux implementation. We also have a prototype of Scion that is integrated in XIA but can also run as overlay over IP.

12.1 XIA Prototype

Our first prototype is based on Click [73] and includes all components needed to run a complete XIP-based network. It includes the XIA network protocol stack, socket API for XIA, and network bootstrap/support services (e.g., routing, initial host configuration, name service). The XIA prototype modules are shown in Figure 61. We also provide instructions and scripts for running experiments on GENI and in virtual machine environments. The XIA prototype is available as Apache-licensed open source on GitHub (http://www.github.com/xia-project/xia-core). All the related documentation including the information on the building and using the XIA prototype (e.g., how to run XIA on local Linux machines or over the GENI testbeds, a collection of simple C and Python programs using the XIA APIs, running a sample web demo, and a walkthrough on creating new XIA applications, etc) is available on the XIA wiki: http://www.xia.cs.cmu.edu/wiki.

The central component of the prototype is the XIA forwarding engine (i.e., XIP module in the figure) which we described in Section 1.3.4. On top of XIP, we implemented three different types of transport protocols: XDP, XSP, and XChunkP. XDP (similar to UDP) is unreliable connectionless protocol, while XSP (similar to TCP) supports reliable connection-oriented communication. XChunkP is a reliable chunk-delivery protocol for content retrieval in the XIA network, i.e. it transfers chunks between caches and clients. All three transport protocols are fairly basic. We plan to replace them with optimized versions later in the project.

The XIA prototype also facilitates content retrieval by allowing the content requests to be served by any intermediate routers (or the original publisher) who hold a copy of the content. In the prototype, content cache module is responsible for such in-network caching at routers and it is also used for publishing and serving contents at end-hosts. The content cache also performs chunk fragmentation (i.e., a single content
chunk may be divided into multiple packets, each of which is individually delivered via routers to the requesting host; those packets share the same CID information). If a packetized content chunk is relayed via routers, each packet of the chunk is partially stored in the cache, and reassembled into the original chunk once all the packets are passed through the router.

XIA Sockets (Xsockets) are designed to be as similar as possible to the standard socket API to make porting code as easy as possible. The Xsocket API includes calls for both unreliable datagram and reliable streaming based communication; These calls are very similar to the calls used over the current Internet; the primary difference is that they use a different address type, XIA instead of INET. We also have calls for retrieving contents chunks using the CID principal type and for creating chunks and making them available through the chunk cache. We have also develop simple example applications, such as a web proxy, to illustrate the Xsocket API.

In addition, the XIP protocol stack has two supporting modules: XARP and XCMP. XARP is the XIA version of address resolution protocol, used for resolving target XIDs into link layer addresses (e.g., mac addresses). Its implementation is very similar to that of ARP. XCMP is XIA's version of ICMP. It can be used for error reporting and for very basic diagnostic functions. It is basis for XIA's version of ping and traceroute.

In order to allow users to run larger scale experiments over diverse network topologies, the prototype XIA network also provides network-wide bootstrap functions including host configuration, name resolution, and routing. These functions are configured automatically when the network topology is created, minimizing the configuration effort required from users. Host configuration is supported using XHCP. It is similar to DHCP, although there are some differences, e.g. in contrast to the current Internet, XIA hosts generate their own HID. Name resolution is based on a centralized name server. The released version is a custom implementation that translates hierarchical names into DAGs. We have also modified the BIND DNS implementation to support the XIA address type; we plan to include it in the next release.

Since its initial release in 2012, we have added a lot of functionality to the prototype, include SDN based intra-domain routing for HIDs, CIDs, and SIDs, inter-domain routing for NIDs and SID anycast, mobility support, AIP style checking of source-addresses, external caching support for scalability, reliable chunk transfers, a compatibility library for sockets (described below), and multi-homing support.

12.2 Native Linux Implementation

We have also built a native XIA stack for Linux that will simplify use by early adopters (Section 4). It is also available on GitHub (repo: XIA-for-Linux). The native implementation of the XIA protocol stack in Linux provides a full implementation and integration of the BSD socket interface running with XIP as the internetwork layer protocol, as well as forwarding and routing support for host, content, and autonomous domain principals (HIDs, CIDs, and ADs respectively), and basic UDP-style transport furnished by the XDP transport layer protocol. We have also added support for new principal types to support service discovery using Serval [92] (part of the Nebula project) and multicast based on Pursuit. We also implemented an XIA version of Wireshark that works on both the native Linux and Click-based prototypes.

The current codebase sports also state-of-the-art technologies such as LXC (a lightweight form of virtualization), and RCU (a lockless synchronization mechanism), as well as innovation with XIA principals implemented as loadable kernel modules (LKMs). To the best of our knowledge, Linux XIA is the first network stack whose binary image that can be extended or reduced, on-the-fly, according to the needs of network administrators.
12.3 Scion Prototype

We have also several prototypes of SCION (Section 1.7). The first implementation is based on Click and includes all the modules needed to bootstrap and select paths in a operational network: a protocol for path discovery, a trust management infrastructure, a path server, path selection in client networks, and path-based forwarding mechanisms. In order to decouple the development of the XIA dataplane and SCION prototypes, we chose to target the first SCION implementation as an overlay of today’s Internet.

We also developed a high-speed in-kernel SCION router implementation with fast packet processing and cryptographic operations. We also ran experiments across multiple international sites connected using IP tunnels.

Finally, we have re-implemented the SCION prototype in Python, sacrificing performance for dramatically improved code readability. The goal is to enable other research teams to pick up the SCION code and rapidly understand and extend it to add additional functionality. Similar to the original implementation, it include all the modules to bootstrap a network and select paths in a operational network: a protocol for path discovery, a trust management infrastructure, a path server, path selection in client networks, and path-based forwarding mechanisms. The Python re-implementation allowed us to improve the robustness of the server infrastructure.

12.4 Compatibility Library

We report on our effort to simplify porting IP applications to XIA networks. This work was done by Daniel Barrett, Nitin Gupta, and Peter Steenkiste at CMU.

**Background and Goals** - An important goal of the XIA project is to demonstrate XIA’s viability as a network architecture by having several network deployments. However, such deployments will only contribute to the research agenda if they are used, which requires useful applications, i.e., applications people are interested in using. While writing XIA applications is fairly intuitive, developing practical applications such as web servers, browsers, video players, etc. is very time consuming and has very little, if any, research value, so it is important to minimize how much student time (and research funding) is spent on this.
Early on in the project, we decide to explore the use of a *compatibility library* to reduce the effort of porting existing IP/socket applications to XIA, as described in earlier reports. This approach was motivated by the design of the Xsocket interface, which is itself based on the design of the XIA protocol stack (Figure 61). The Xsocket library has two classes of calls. A first class consists of calls that manage sockets and that support UDP and TCP-style (XDP and XSP in XIA) communication. For these calls, there are IP socket calls that are more or less equivalent. The second class calls relate the use of CIDs (left side of the figure), which support a fundamentally different communication paradigm. When using TCP and UDP like protocols, communication is initiated by the sender, which sends (i.e., pushes) data, but with CIDs, communication is initiated by the receiver, which gets (i.e., pulls) data. There is no equivalent for CID-based communication in IP.

This suggest a two step approach to porting IP applications to XIA. First, any IP socket calls in the application are translated automatically into the equivalent Xsocket calls. Figure 62(left) illustrates this: the compatibility library (XWRAP) intercepts and maps networking related socket calls to Xsocket calls, while calls related to file IO are mapped to GLIBC. In a second optimization step, applications that can benefit from using CIDs for specific communication sessions need to be modified by a programmer. Specifically, any calls for the communication sessions of interest must be replace XIA call used for CIDs.

We implemented this approach and our experience with simple applications was fairly positive. While some manual changes are necessary since several socket calls expose the IP address structure, common send and receive calls could be translated automatically. However, porting large applications turned out to still be very time consuming for two reasons. First, industrial strength application use a large very number of different functions for communication (well over a hundred), many of which are hard to map. Second, those applications also tend to use a lot of sockets, so a lot of manual changes are needed to replace any code that exposes the IP address format. We decided that while our general approach was sound, we needed a different type of compatibility library.

**Approach and Findings** - The new compatibility library is based on a simple observation: the vast majority of applications do not care about the address they use for communication, i.e., they simply use the address that is returned by the name server. This leads to the following simple design: in order to be able to run many, if not all, IP applications unmodified, we allow them to continue to use IP addresses. However, we do not use the IP addresses as network addresses when running over XIA. Instead we treat them as a 32 bit value that is combined with the IP port number to form an endpoint identifier, which uniquely identifies the socket. This endpoint identifier is then transparently translated into an XIA address (which unique identifies the corresponding Xsocket) by the compatibility library as needed. This mapping is somewhat tricky since it must be done consistently throughout the network. This is easy for client side addresses, since they are generated and used only by the client device. Addresses for services, however, are generated by the service and used by clients, making a consistent mapping harder. Logically, one can think of the compatibility library as acting as a NAT for each device, translating between its (IP address, port number) and an XIA address. All network communication is based on XIP.

Let us use the example in Figure 62(right) to explain how the library works. The figure shows an IP client (left) contacting an IP service (right). Starting at the left-top, the server creates a socket and binds it to its IP address. These calls are translated into the equivalent XIA calls, but in addition, the bind() call creates a DAG for the service and register the binding between the server’s (IP address, port number) pair and XIA DAG with a mapping service (middle of the figure). This service is not part of the XIA architecture but is a utility that helps legacy applications run natively over XIA. The service then registers its IP “address” with DNS and executes a listen call, waiting for incoming connection requests. A client that wants to communicate with the service first creates a sockets, which is translated to an XIA call, and then does a name lookup with DNS. DNS will return the IP address for the service, which getaddrinfo() translates into and XIA address by contacting the mapping service. The client then calls the connect call, which is translated into two separate calls. First it calls Xconnect to establish the XIA
connection. Second, it allocates an ephemeral port number which it associates with the socket and also uses to create an endpoint identifier. It also enters the translation between the endpoint identifier and the XIA address associated with the Xsocket in a local mapping database. When the server accepts the connection request and creates a new socket, it similarly adds its mapping to a local mapping database. From then on, both the client and server can use their local mapping database to identify the Xsocket associated with the socket used in any communication related calls, such as send, receive, and closing connections.

This version of the compatibility library has a number of advantages. First, it should allow us to run most IP applications over XIA with no modifications. Second, these applications will automatically get many of the benefits offered by XIA, e.g., intrinsic security, anycast support for replicated services (SIDs), mobility support, etc. Third, applications can freely mix connections that use IP sockets and the compatibility library, and native XIA Xsockets (e.g., for using CIDs). Applications may want to use native Xsockets for specific connections for a number of reasons. For example, they may want to use CIDs, or they may want to inspect or modify the DAG that is used as the address for the source or destination, e.g., to hide CIDs for privacy reasons or to insert SID for in-path services.

**Status and future work** - We have implemented this new compatibility library design and have successfully used it for several applications without needing to make any changes to the code. The largest applications so far are Firefox and Linphone. Firefox is a industrial strength web browser. Linphone is video conferencing tool in which each party acts both as a client and a server. We will continue to port applications, which may require us to add support for more calls (e.g., to support fork). We will also develop support for applications that want to manipulate DAGs or use CIDs.
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